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“History is progress through the transmission of acquired skills from one generation to
another.”
- EDWARD HALLET CARR.

“Only through education does one come to be dissatisfied with his own knowledge, and
only through teaching others does one come to realize the uncomfortable inadequacy of
his knowledge. Being dissatisfied with his own knowledge, one then realizes that the
trouble lies with himself, and realizing the uncomfortable inadequacy of his knowledge,
one then feels stimulated to improve himself.”
- CONFUCIUS.

“It is vital for us as much as them that our young feel that change is possible, that they
will be heard, that the follies and the cruelties of the world will yield, however
grudgingly, to the sacrifices they are prepared to make.”
- ROBERT F. KENNED
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INTRODUCTION
Two popular beliefs exist about Robert F. Kennedy and his experience with the
Civil Rights Movement. The first belief, articulated in such accounts as Arthur
Schlesinger, Jr.'s Robert F. Kennedy and His Times, and Carl Brauer's John Kennedy and
the Second Reconstruction, is that Robert Kennedy was fully aware of the injustice of
racial and civil bigotry upon taking over as the Attorney General and that he moved
boldly in coordination with Civil Rights Leaders to address the deprivation of civil rights
for African-Americans in this country. The other account, made popular through such
books as Jack Newfield's Robert F. Kennedy: A Memoir, claim that the period of grief
and introspection following the death of Bobby's brother John Kennedy caused Robert
Kennedy to earnestly and spiritually embrace civil rights through an identification and
sympathy with the "have nots" of American society.
The first view of Robert Kennedy is false because it minimizes the importance of
the Civil Rights Movement as a personal and historic force in changing the awareness of
Robert Kennedy to the unequal distribution of civil rights and the devastating impact of
racial bigotry in this country. The impression left by a magnanimous characterization of
Robert Kennedy is that he came to embrace civil rights as a priority issue independent of
the Civil Rights Movement. The period is replete with situations, from the Freedom
Rides to the protests in Birmingham, Alabama where not only was necessary that there be
a Civil Rights Movement to draw attention to civil rights and racial abuses, but it was
necessary that this movement employ direct action to force civil rights as a crucial issue
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upon Robert Kennedy and his brother. Robert Kennedy's own conduct suggests that he
did not fully comprehend the seriousness of the problems which plagued African
Americans. For example, Robert Kennedy urged the civil rights leadership to take the
fight off the street and into the federal courts, yet he allowed racist, conservative, political
cronies to be appointed to the Fifth Circuit Court where many of the suits filed by the
NAACP and others would be heard. It is important to remember, when talking of this
initial judicial approach by Robert Kennedy to progress in civil rights, that court action is
exactly what the southern segregationists wanted in order to keep the situation, which
they perpetuated through their intransigence, at a simmer rather than a boil. Also, early
in the administration, Robert Kennedy repeatedly told the leaders of the Civil Rights
Movement that the climate was not right for civil rights legislation, yet he repeatedly
thwarted efforts to educate the country about the moral urgency of equality in civil rights
by undermining the direct-action aspect of the non-violent campaign, the mission of the
Civil Rights Commission (a subject not even touch upon in this article) and the authority
and effectiveness of Harris Wofford. Moreover, Robert Kennedy initially relieved the
southern political leaders, all members of the Democratic Party, of the moral scrutiny
which came with being in the spotlight of a civil rights campaign, through behind the
scenes negotiation, compromise, and crisis management that characterized so much of
how the Kennedys operated. Though these negotiations in no way put Kennedy in
cahoots with the segregationists (and in fact were consistent with his constitutional
obligations to "preserve domestic tranquility"), his maneuvering was the source of
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tremendous frustration on the part of activists dedicated to a moral confrontation over
racial injustice.
The second account of Robert Kennedy and the Civil Rights Movement is guilty
of making Robert Kennedy out to be more of a mythical, mystical character than history
can justify or substantiate. Observing the dramatic contrast between his hardline,
“ruthless” character before his brother’s death and his empathetic, compassionate
character after his brother’s death, it is generally assumed that the intervening death was
the cause of this transformation. Yet, by choosing the death of John Kennedy as the
watershed tragedy which caused Robert Kennedy to turn dramatically inward and to
drastically change his personal philosophy on racial justice, Newfield and others ignore
compelling accounts of changes which occurred in Robert Kennedy well before his
brother was killed in Dallas. Newfield magnifies the mystical influence of grief and
sorrow upon Bobby Kennedy's personal life at the expense of an examination of the
social forces which acted upon the Attorney General's public life. In addition, Newfield
ignores the historic record that makes it clear that Robert Kennedy had already completed
his transformation before his brother’s death.
The truth is that the transformation of Robert Kennedy’s views on civil rights was,
for the most part, complete in October 1963 -- only weeks before the President’s death.
The reason for this transformation had little to do with empathy stemming from the pain
of his brother’s assassination and far more to do with the enormous effort that was made
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by a cadre of civil rights activists to use direct action as a mechanism to force Robert
Kennedy to confront the morality of his views on civil rights.
At least initially, Robert Kennedy viewed civil rights as a political issue. He
thought that progress on civil rights could be achieved through political horse-trading
with the politicians who controlled the Democratic “solid-South.” Robert Kennedy’s
political approach to civil rights collided dramatically with a new generation of civil
rights activists who saw the denial of civil rights as the foremost moral issue confronting
the country and who had become frustrated and impatient with politics. To Robert
Kennedy’s shock and anger, the new generation of civil rights activists deliberately
placed themselves in situations where they would be victimized by violence and did so in
order to force a moral crisis on civil rights. These activists believed that by planning
direct-action protests that would incite segregationist violence they could embarrass
Kennedy Administration into taking dramatic action to secure civil rights for all
Americans. This tactic was successful with regard to Robert Kennedy. Confronted with
the moral imperative occasioned by the violence visited upon civil rights activists by
Southern political leaders that Robert Kennedy had worked with prior to the Kennedy
Administration, Robert Kennedy abandoned a political and accommodating approach to
civil rights and, against the wishes of some of President Kennedy’s most senior advisors,
committed the Kennedy Administration to a morality-based campaign to secure civil
rights and the uncertain course of introducing dramatic civil rights legislation to
Congress. Through this personal journey, Robert Kennedy became a symbol to many
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civil rights activists who saw through his commitment to their cause, a tangible measure
of how their efforts could affect a single, yet powerful individual.
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CHAPTER ONE: POLITICS
The Kennedy brothers, while not overtly sympathetic to the cause of civil rights,
recognized that appearing to be unsympathetic to the plight of “Negro” voters might well
cost John Kennedy the Presidency. The Kennedys solution was to bring a civil rights
advocate named Harris Wofford into the Presidential campaign yet keep him on a short
leash. Much to the chagrin of Robert Kennedy, the campaign manager, Harris Wofford
refused to be controlled by the campaign and his advocacy in the name of civil rights
while a member of the campaign staff forced John Kennedy to commit himself far further
on civil rights than he wished.
I.
In early May of 1960, Robert Kennedy, acting on the advice of his brother-in-law
Sargent Shriver, telephoned Harris Wofford and asked him to leave Jack Kennedy's
Senate Office, where he had been writing foreign policy speeches, to help with a problem
that truly threatened the Kennedys' presidential campaign. "We're in trouble with
Negroes," the younger Kennedy told him, "We really don't know much about this whole
thing. We've been dealing outside the field of the main Negro leadership and we have to
start from scratch." 1
Until this juncture, Robert Kennedy's experience in public service had not
intersected with questions of racial justice. Robert Kennedy was the seventh child of a
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wealthy Irish-Catholic Bostonian, Joseph Kennedy, who had, for the most part, sheltered
his children from the hardships and harsh realities of growing up in the United States.
Race questions were rarely discussed in the Kennedy family. If anything, the Kennedy
children were raised to think of themselves as victimized brethren of blacks because of
anti-Irish discrimination. Race was not a prominent issue in any of John Kennedy’s
Congressional or Senate campaigns. Said Bobby, "I think those running for office in the
Democratic Party looked to just three or four people who would the deliver the Negro
vote. And you never had to say you were going to do anything on civil rights. . . you
could receive the vote quite easily." 2
When Robert Kennedy went to Washington after World War II, he chose to
dedicate his energies as a young lawyer to a relentless pursuit of "bad men" 3 defined
initially as communist when he worked for a fellow Irish-Catholic Senator Joseph
McCarthy of Wisconsin on the Senate Internal Security Committee, and later "The Mob"
when he served as Chief Counsel to the Senate Rackets Committee. Until Jack's
Presidential Campaign, the Kennedy brothers had no reason to explore "Negro" issues, or
attract African American voters. This changed dramatically during the Presidential race
of 1960.
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During the Presidential primaries of 1960, the defeat of Hubert Humphrey in
Wisconsin and West Virginia eliminated John Kennedy’s declared challenger on the Left.
A large contingent of party activists from the Humphrey/Eleanor Roosevelt wing of the
Party had to be brought into the Kennedy camp quickly before they coalesced around
such old-guard Liberals as Adlai Stevenson or New Deal Congressman and former
Ambassador to India, Chester Bowles, both of whom were thought to be contemplating a
run for the nomination. Making common cause on civil rights seemed one way of
attracting these liberals.
In addition to the opportunity provided by Humphrey’s defeat, a statistical analysis
of the 1956 election revealed alarming defections from F.D.R.’s New Deal Democratic
coalition by middle-class "Negro" voters. The statistical analysis was completed by the
little-known "Simulmatics Group" in early May. The "Simulmatics" report was the first
of the computer assisted voter analyses which have now become commonplace in modern
political campaigns. The group responsible for the report was composed of a collection
of political scientists, psychologists, and computer scientists from a conglomeration of
prestigious private educational institutions commissioned by the Committee for Special
Projects of the Democratic Advisory Council to "devise political mechanisms for the
collection of facts about voters and their opinions." 4
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The very first Simulmatics report, marked "CONFIDENTIAL," concentrated on
voting behavior of African-Americans living in Northern cities. Listing eight eastern and
western states (New York, Pennsylvania, California, Illinois, Ohio, Michigan, New
Jersey, and Missouri) where the high turnout of the African-American vote had, in
previous elections, "a considerable impact on the electoral college results," 5 the study
pointed out that, "In a close election, even a moderate shift in Negro votes could be
decisive in this eight state area... any shifts in the Negro vote could determine the
outcome (of the election)." 6
What made the report disturbing as opposed to merely informative was the
conclusion that this ominous voter shift was already in progress, and that the northern
"Negro" vote, once "a reservoir of Democratic strength," 7 was shifting to the Republican
Party. 8 The shift ran deeper than simple swings to popular personalities. In underlined
letters the report emphasized that, "The most significant point of all is the fact that the
shift is not an ‘Ike’ shift: it is a Republican Party shift." 9 The number of East Coast
African-Americans who agreed with the statement "The Democratic Party is better for
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people like them." dropped from 90 percent in the affirmative in 1952, to 65 percent in
1956, while the numbers for African-American Democrats living in the Midwest dropped
from 93 percent in 1952, to 58 percent in 1956. The percentage of African-American
Independents living on the East Coast who responded favorably to the same question
dropped from 51 percent in 1952, to 39 percent, while Independents living in the
Midwest responded positively to the statement only 19 percent of the time in 1956, as
opposed to 43 percent in 1952.
Moreover, citing data showing the decline in public opinion for the stature of the
Democratic Party, not only among African-Americans who registered as Independents
and Republicans, but among those within the Democratic Party, the report stated that
"clearly Negro Democrats have lost faith in their own Party. Now less than two thirds
think their Party is better for them. Once 90% thought so." 10
Though many African-Americans leaving the Democratic Party considered
themselves Independents, a significant number were registering with the Republican
Party. The report concluded, "(the northern Negro voter) will return to the Democratic
fold only when the Democrats present them with an image of the Party that best serves
their interests." 11 It pointed out, "The most important single issue to Northern Negroes is
civil rights." 12
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The emerging importance of "Negro" issues presented several problems for
campaign manager Robert Kennedy. The first was that he and his brother had distant, at
best, relationships with prominent African American leaders. The Senator had, in fact,
alienated many African-American leaders and Liberal activists when he voted for the
Jury Trial Amendment to the 1957 Civil Rights Bill, an amendment that hampered
enforcement of civil rights laws by ensuring jury trials for those brought to justice for
civil rights violations.
Intensifying this anger was the Kennedy's closeness with segregationist Southern
political leaders that grew from the 1956 Democratic Convention. John Kennedy won an
enormous amount of support from the Southern delegates when he ran as the
conservative alternative to Stuart Symington when Adlai Stevenson turned to the
delegates to nominate his Vice-Presidential running-mate in 1956. Moreover, Robert
Kennedy enjoyed somewhat of a legendary status among Southerners for his heavyhanded prosecution of communists and mobsters while serving on the Senate Internal
Security and Rackets Committees.
The Kennedys realized that an embrace of the Liberals risked a fissure with the
segregationist politicians who controlled the votes in the one-party, Democratic "solid
south." Any attempt to warm to "Negro" issues could initiate either a powerful defection
to Senate Majority Leader Lyndon Johnson of Texas, who was expected enter the race, or
instigate an entirely separate "Dixiecrat" effort similar to that of 1948 when the Southern
delegates walked out of Harry Truman's Convention. As an example of the deference
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that the Kennedys showed toward the South’s political structure, voter registration drives
were launched by the Kennedy campaign in every section of the country -- except in the
South where nearly all of those unregistered were black. 13
Arthur Schlesinger, Jr., a historian and long-time Kennedy advisor recalled a longheld misperception about the Kennedy campaign:
One of the many misconceptions about the Kennedys is that they were
highly organized, systematic planners; that, for example, Robert
Kennedy had a great nationwide organization, and a timetable, and
everything was methodically worked out. The Kennedys were not very
good. They had no belief in the value of long term planning. They
were brilliant improvisers, i.e., in any particular situation, they could
move in and mobilize resources in a series of `ad hoc' actions. 14
Robert Kennedy's improvised remedy to the problem of the "Negro" voters was to
put together a separate effort within the Kennedy campaign, under the direction of their
more liberal minded brother-in-law Sargent Shriver (nick-named "the family
Communist") and using the contacts of Harris Wofford to win the support of the AfricanAmerican voters.
Originally drawn to the Kennedy candidacy through the Senator's iconoclastic
foreign policy as expressed by his famous critique of the French war in Algeria, Wofford
brought considerable prestige to what was initially called the "Minorities Section" of the
Kennedy campaign. Wofford had been an attorney for the Civil Rights Commission
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during the Eisenhower Administration. He was a friend and confidant of Martin Luther
King's and had earned the trust of Chester Bowles as his assistant in India when Bowles
served as Ambassador there. He shared with King and Bowles an admiration for the
principles of non-violence that Mahatma Gandhi utilized to rid the Indian sub-continent
of the British.
With Wofford, the Kennedys hoped to diffuse two potentialities: the defection of
the increasingly popular Martin Luther King and his middle-class supporters to the
Republicans, and the strengthening of support amongst Liberals for Chester Bowles
whose Liberal allies also loomed as last ditch challengers to Kennedy's nomination.
With the large degree of autonomy granted them by Robert Kennedy, Shriver and
Wofford embarked on a two-fold strategy. First, they moved to neutralize opposition to
Kennedy's nomination among African-American activists prior to the convention. Later,
they would begin an effort to rally outright support for Kennedy from African-American
voters in time for the November election. 15
At the same time that Shriver and Wofford sought the support of civil rights
advocates, John Kennedy’s Harvard roommate Bob Trouteman solidified support among
Southern politicos by making rounds in the Southern states. These parallel, separate
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campaigns 16 were established to win support from otherwise antagonistic factions of the
Democratic Party. 17
With only two months until the Convention, Shriver and Wofford arranged quiet
meetings between Kennedy and Democratic activists to rally grass roots support from
African American delegates and second echelon "Negro" political and civic leaders for
the Senator. The first such meeting, with a militant delegation from Michigan at the
Kennedy town house in Georgetown on the first of June, sobered the candidate to the
difficulties ahead when specific demands were made of Kennedy on civil rights.
Wofford and Shriver then set out to build relations with what Robert Kennedy
referred to as the "Negro Leadership". Most of the African-Americans the Kennedys'
considered prominent in 1960 were, with the exception of Wilkins, highly visible
entertainers and athletes and all of these were committed to one or another of the
candidates: Roy Wilkins himself was a closet Johnson supporter; 18 Adam Clayton
Powell had already been paid by Lyndon Johnson for his support; Harry Belafonte
supported Adlai Stevenson; and Jackie Robinson was leaning toward the Republicans and
Richard Nixon. Wofford arranged a somewhat pointless meeting between Senator
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Kennedy and Roy Wilkins. Ignored were the young and aggressive civil rights agitators
who, despite the initial disapproval of the NAACP, had instigated the sit-in movement in
Greensboro, North Carolina that had gathered momentum in more than 15 cities
throughout the South and Border states.
It was Harry Belafonte who pointed the Kennedy's unabashedly in the direction of
Martin Luther King, Jr. Confronted unexpectedly at his New York City apartment one
night by a frustrated and exasperated John Kennedy at the end of May, Belafonte told
him to seek King's support, who at that time was not as nationally known as others in the
civil rights establishment. 19 "Forget me. Forget Jackie Robinson," said Belafonte. "If
you can join the cause of King, and be counseled by him, you'll have an alliance that will
make the difference." 20
Belafonte's advice to Kennedy pleased Harris Wofford who was eager that his
friend Dr. King play a more weighted role in the campaign. Following Belafonte's
comments, Wofford sent Senator Kennedy a lengthy memo dated June 9, on how he fared
with the "Negro" vote relative to Richard Nixon.
Wofford called attention to the advantages enjoyed by Nixon over Kennedy.
Wofford pointed out that Nixon had "joined the NAACP as a life-time member and
announced this while he was in Texas in the last campaign. He ruled that the 1957 Civil
Rights Bill could bypass Eastland's (Senator from Mississippi) Judiciary Committee
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(where it most certainly would have been killed). And recently he brought his
Government Contracts Committee to life in a timely campaign fashion, with some
belated action against discrimination in employment on government contracts." This he
compared to Kennedy's weak record on the 1957 Civil Rights Act, Kennedy's support by
Southern politicians, and "even worse, ...the presence of ...Sam Englehardt, the Secretary
and Founder of the (white) Citizen's Council of Alabama." (the coat and tie branch of the
Ku Klux Klan) at a breakfast meeting Kennedy had had with Alabama Governor John
Patterson. 21
Most important in the memo is Wofford's reference to the friendship that existed
between Martin Luther King and Richard Nixon. The two had met in Africa in March of
1957, and had followed up conversations there with a formal call by King to Vice
President Nixon's Capitol Office in June 13, of that year. Wofford referred to the
relationship of Nixon and King as a "genuine friendship." 22
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Both the memo of Harris Wofford and the advice of Belafonte were effective.
Kennedy agreed to meet alone with King at a "get acquainted" breakfast that Wofford
arranged at Joseph P. Kennedy's New York apartment on June, 23 1960.
The meeting went well. King expressed the imperative of strong action by the
executive branch on civil rights, suggesting Presidential initiatives on protecting the right
to vote and banning discrimination in Federally assisted housing. Kennedy, in no
position to demur, agreed enthusiastically with King. The meeting had a positive impact
on King. He left, "impressed by the forthright and honest manner in which (Kennedy)
discussed the civil rights question. I have no doubt that he would do the right thing on
this issue if he were elected President." 23 Yet, whatever King's personal impressions of
Kennedy, he chose to play his cards close to his chest, reporting to Wofford that Kennedy
lacked "depthed understanding" on civil rights matters. 24
As the convention approached, support for Kennedy from the Liberal base firmed
as a Johnson candidacy seemed imminent. With encouragement from Arthur Schlesinger
and Wofford, John Kennedy confidently courted party Liberals and became more and
more enthusiastic about cornering Johnson with this new alliance. At one point John
Kennedy declared to the New York Liberal party that he planned to win the Democratic
nomination "without a single Southern vote." 25 This unexpected remark angered Robert
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Kennedy. He quickly cabled his brother that such statements were, "going to look like a
gratuitous insult to the Southern political leaders who have been interested in you over
the last few months." With the convention still to come, Bobby pointed out that "there is
no sense in turning on them (the Southerners) at this moment." 26 The candidate toned
down his remarks.
II.
At last, in mid-July, the Los Angeles convention convened. Despite lukewarm
support from party liberals, many of whom hoped Adlai Stevenson would still enter the
race, and a not-surprising conservative challenge from Lyndon Johnson, Robert Kennedy
took control of the convention management confident that Jack had the votes needed to
win on the first ballot.
The cautious Kennedys felt compelled to constantly reinforce their ties to the
liberal wing of the party to help contain both Adlai Stevenson and Lyndon Johnson's
candidacies. Appeals to the sympathies of the civil rights constituency played a major
role in the hand holding between the Liberals and the Kennedy organization. Sargent
Shriver, Louis Martin and Harris Wofford arranged breakfasts between John Kennedy
and African-American delegates throughout the convention. Robert Kennedy made a
special effort to attend each morning and chat informally with the delegates to allay any
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misgivings that might have arisen through his contact with Southern politicians. Recalled
Wofford, "Bob Kennedy had been a question mark for a number of Negro delegates." 27
As a further incentive to maintain the loyalty of the Liberal wing of the party,
Robert Kennedy arranged for Chester Bowles to be the Chairman of the Platform
Committee. This manoeuver presented Bowles, assisted by Harris Wofford, his former
staff assistant in India, an opportunity to push for a civil rights plank that urged strong
federal action on discrimination and a commitment by the Democratic Party to pursue
racial equality. Their efforts were given impetus by Martin Luther King and Roy Wilkins
who staged mid-convention marches outside of the Convention Hall to call attention to
the need for a strongly-worded Civil Rights Plank.
Obligated by their conscience on one hand, and their personal loyalties to King on
the other, Bowles and Wofford drafted the strongest Civil Rights Plank they dared to
present to the convention, a plank that went far beyond anything they had considered
advising the candidate to support in the past. They felt that they owed it to King to start
out the negotiation process with a bold proposal so that after the negotiations with the
Southern delegations, the Democrats would not be left with a hollow commitment. To
prepare for the negotiating process, they also drew up progressively watered-down planks
to fall back upon during later stages of negotiation.
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In the "worst-case" strategic planning that followed Johnson's entry into the race
for the nomination, the Kennedy forces ceded the votes of the Southern delegates to
Johnson. The formula for Jack Kennedy's was to maintain liberal support and isolate
Lyndon Johnson to his Southern base. Already challenged by Richard Nixon who, three
weeks prior to the Democratic Convention, had promised strong executive action to
accelerate progress in civil rights, Robert Kennedy turned against the Southern delegates
that he had been so careful not to offend only days earlier. Bobby drew a line in the
political sand that he knew Johnson could not cross without destroying his support from
"Dixie." Almost without warning, Bobby stood on a chair in the eighth-floor suite
occupied by the Kennedy forces and announced:
We have the strongest Civil Rights Plank the Democratic Party has
ever had. I want you fellows to make it clear to your delegations that
the Kennedy forces are unequivocally in favor of this plank and that we
want it passed in the Convention. Those of you who are dealing with
Southern delegations, make it absolutely clear how we stand on civil
rights. Don't fuzz it up. . . don't let there be any doubt anywhere as to
how the Kennedy people stand on this.
Harris Wofford and Chester Bowles were shocked and somewhat panicked by
Bobby's announcement. They were among the few people who knew that Robert
Kennedy had not even read the Civil Rights Plank that he had so enthusiastically
endorsed -- plank they fully expected to have to negotiate away.
Though the record shows that Robert and John Kennedy pushed for the adoption
of the strongest civil rights platform in American history, further analysis reveals that
Robert Kennedy, trusted to act as the candidate's representative in platform discussions,
- 15 -

had not read the Civil Rights Platform, was unfamiliar with the extent of its stronglyworded commitments, and had embraced it for reasons that were wholly unconnected
with civil rights issues. When John Kennedy learned of the Civil Rights Plank, and the
manner in which it was adopted, he was infuriated. He termed the Plank an "albatross" to
be worn around his neck throughout the Fall campaign.
Yet, Bobby's political gamble was successful. Unable to match the Liberal
rhetoric of the Kennedys, Johnson waffled on the proposed language and thus could not
extend his support beyond the South. Confident that his brother's nomination had been
secured and already looking ahead to the Fall election, Robert Kennedy and Steve Smith
colluded with then-Governor Fritz Hollings of South Carolina and Governor John
Patterson of Alabama to withhold the first-ballot nomination votes of their states'
delegations to keep John Kennedy from being "soiled" by "segregationist" support. 28
Kennedy was nominated on the first ballot, receiving nearly 90% of the votes of
the "Negro" delegates. 29 That night Wofford, and Shriver went to bed, satisfied, though
somewhat shocked, that their efforts had succeeded in such a stunning manner. The next
morning, they awoke to a nightmare.
The decision to offer the Vice-Presidential nomination to Lyndon Johnson was
made during private conversations between Bobby and Jack Kennedy. No other political
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advisors were consulted about the pros and cons of asking Lyndon Johnson to become his
running-mate. Again, while accounts in popular history speak of the "regional balance"
that was brought to the Democratic ticket, the Kennedys are fortunate that such a
dividend could be reaped from such a colossal miscalculation.
In the fog of late-night decision-making, Bobby and Jack decided that, as a
symbolic formality, and as a gesture of unity, an offer should be extended to Johnson to
be the number two-man on the ticket. Both Kennedys fully expected that the Texan
would rejected the offer for two reasons. First, they thought that Johnson would surely
chose to retain and consolidate his control of the Senate as the Majority Leader rather
than accept the powerless position of Vice President. Second, both knew of Johnson's
disdain for Jack and the Kennedys. It was inconceivable to them that Johnson would
allow himself to become John Kennedy’s underling.
When John Kennedy met with Lyndon Johnson the inconceivable happened.
Johnson accepted his offer to be his Vice President. Stunned and dazed, Kennedy
returned to his hotel room to inform his younger brother, who's short reply summarized
the magnitude of the miscalculation, "Oh my god! Now what do we do?" 30 In a panic,
Robert Kennedy rushed to Johnson's quarters in an attempt to persuade the Speaker that
he should not accept the nomination as Vice President. Confused, hurt and angry,
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Johnson refused to listen to Bobby and a shouting match ensued. Thus, began one of the
most acrimonious relationships in American political history.
The selection of Johnson as Kennedy's running-mate was a stab in the back to
those who had allied themselves with Kennedy in order to thwart the agenda of the
conservatives in the Party. The Liberals, having only grudgingly given their support to
Kennedy, were infuriated. The African-American delegates felt simply betrayed by the
choice of Johnson, who was seen by many as a Southern obstructionist.
John Kennedy was genuinely concerned about the anger shown by the Liberals
toward his choice of Johnson as his running-mate and the perception that he had
abandoned the "Negro" delegates. He directed Wofford to arrange an immediate postconvention meeting with African-American delegates so that he could respond to their
concerns. Kennedy opened the meeting by reading a prepared statement that reaffirmed
his commitment to the Civil Rights Plank of the Party Platform. Then, speaking
extemporaneously, urged African-Americans to continue to support his campaign,
claiming to be a fellow victim of discrimination as an Irish Catholic. He stated, "I never
thought a platform was a bunch of timber that could be thrown aside after the election.
We want your help, we need your help in this election. I face problems as a candidate for
President, problems which other candidates don't face." 31
Kennedy was immediately confronted by one of the Michigan delegates with
whom he had met in early June. "You have said time and time again that you do not seek
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the support of the South." said the exasperated delegate, “How can you account for the
fact that Senator Johnson is perhaps a symbol against the sit-ins (that had gained
recognition as the new testing-ground for progress on civil rights)?" Kennedy faltered.
In what a "New York Times" reporter termed "an uncharacteristic ramble", the candidate
responded to this specific question by welcoming all who supported the Democratic
Platform, "as Johnson had," into his campaign organization. He attempted to regain his
composure by speaking about the platform, yet fatigued, he allowed his personal
frustration regarding the events of the last several days to eclipse his public posture. In
the process, he wound-up further distancing himself from the Civil Rights Plank drafted
by Bowles and Wofford, commenting, "It was written by people associated with me. In
the final analysis, I bear the responsibility." Exasperated by the pull and tug of the party's
competing constituencies, he finally blurted out, "I can assure you that I am not doing
anything but the best that I can." Here Pierre Salinger intervened, and the press was
asked to leave the meeting. 32
Though Harris Wofford claims to have privately recognized the dividends of
having Johnson on the ticket, 33 the dividends of his and Shriver's labors, so
disproportionately large only hours earlier, seemed to vaporize instantaneously. Their
efforts to build confidence for Kennedy among African-American voters in time for the
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general election had been set-back. Clearly, having Johnson on the ticket made all the
more difficult the task of drawing his friend Martin Luther King closer to Kennedy and
the Democrats. Before the convention, King had proclaimed Johnson "unacceptable" 34
for national office. It was quite possible that Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., would go the
way of his father and declare his loyalties to the Republican Party, which was, after-all,
the "Party of Lincoln."
The success of Richard Nixon at the Republican Convention seemed to tip the
balance of African-American support further away from the Kennedys. The civil rights
debate at the Republican Convention provided Nixon the opportunity to undercut the
power and appeal of one of his principle Republican rivals, and in the process, gain
credibility among African-Americans voters as an advocate of civil rights. Nelson
Rockefeller's draft of the Republican's Civil Rights Plank specifically embraced the
Supreme Courts historic ruling in the 1954 Brown v. The Board of Education case that
outlawed the "separate-but-equal" doctrine. This endorsement collided head-on with the
conservative doctrine of minimalist government and States' Rights.
Nixon, who had already established his credentials with conservatives through his
anti-communist rhetoric, moved to shore up his support from moderate and Liberal
Republicans. 35 Nixon flew to the convention to "rescue" Rockefeller’s Civil Rights
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Plank, becoming the white knight of the liberal Republican establishment and gaining an
activist reputation among African-Americans. After receiving the nomination, Nixon
continued his winning streak with African-Americans by kicking off his general election
campaign on August 3 in Hawaii, a state he called a "model for its racial harmony." 36
III.
The race for the "Negro" vote was on. In a calculated move, the Republican
Senators introduced strong civil rights legislation in the Fall that Southern Democrats
were sure to reject -- exposing as a paper tiger the civil rights commitment their party's
nominee had made at the convention. 37 The awkward position Jack found himself
contributed to the sense of frustration that characterized the initial stages of the general
election campaign. Theodore White, a chronicler of the period wrote "the spirit of the
leader had percolated down through staff and machinery. And the leader was in bad
temper." 38
Senator Kennedy once again called upon Wofford, the man Bobby had brought
into the Minorities Section of the campaign. Referring to the Republican's embarrassing
civil rights legislative manoeuver, Jack demanded, "Get me out of this goddamn mess in
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the Senate." 39 Wofford suggested that the candidate avoid, if not belittle when he could,
the legislative issues created by Senate Republicans. In its place, Wofford urged a
commitment to strong executive action to end discrimination, much like the one Nixon
had made. A specific statement of what action Kennedy would take as President,
however, would "one-up" Nixon on the issue, and make it clear that, indeed, a new era of
accountability would arrive if Kennedy were elected. Wofford suggested that Kennedy
pledge to issue an Executive Order ending discrimination in federally subsidized housing
-- emphasizing the immediate and lasting impact that such an Order would have on the
lives of many "Negroes.”
Kennedy seized this advice. Cornered by the press on the Republican's Civil
Rights Bill, Kennedy attempted to dodge the GOP attack by dismissing the Republican
Civil Rights bill as a symbolic gesture and asserted that strong executive action could
make an immediate difference in the fight for civil rights. Citing specifically the power
at the disposal of the Chief Executive, Kennedy confidently asserted that with "a stroke
of a pen," he would issue an Executive Order outlawing discrimination in federally
subsidized housing. 40
Meanwhile, Robert Kennedy shouldered even more responsibilities for the general
election campaign. To him fell the task of laying the foundation of a nation-wide
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political machine just as many of the closest of the Kennedy lieutenants were being
overcome with exhaustion. Bobby responded to the gloomy, tired laments of campaign
workers, such as Pierre Salinger, the campaign press spokesman, who complained, "This
country is just too big, there's too much of it," 41 with injections of pure energy. He was
an authoritative figure, at times was bitter and angered by inaction. His expectations of
the staff were high. Responding to a reporter about some of the complaints aimed at him
by some of the campaign staff, Bobby answered impatiently, "I'm not running a
popularity contest. It doesn't matter if they like me or not. Jack can be nice to them...
Somebody has to be able to say no. If people are not getting off their behinds and
working enough, how do you say that nicely? Every time you make a decision in this
business you make somebody mad." 42
The efforts of Shriver, Wofford and Louis Martin became a source of irritation to
Bobby. As campaign manager, Robert Kennedy came to value the judgement of Byron
"Whizzer" White, who had been the director of the highly successful "Citizens for
Kennedy" organizations. White opposed special campaign efforts on civil rights. He
pressed a strategy that stressed economic growth as the source of opportunity for all
ethnic groups. 43
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White and Wofford soon clashed openly about campaign priorities. An October
Civil Rights Convention planned for October was the source of one such confrontation.
White was able to convince Bobby that it would be too controversial to call this meeting
of Democratic Party leaders and civil rights activists the "Civil Rights Convention." He
insisted that Wofford change the name of the meeting to the "Constitutional Rights
Convention." Though Bobby allowed the "Minorities Section" to change its name to the
Civil Rights Section of the campaign, he forced Wofford to cave into White's demands.
Bobby's siding with White indicated to Wofford that civil rights would play less of a role
in the campaign. As Wofford had anticipated, the patience amongst the top campaign
advisors towards the activities of the "Civil Rights Section" of the campaign diminished
as the calendar advanced closer to November. The inability of Louis Martin, who had
joined Shriver & Wofford’s efforts after the convention, to prevent Jackie Robinson's
endorsement of Nixon, despite a joint appearance Martin had arranged between the
Kennedy and the baseball star, angered Robert Kennedy.
Nevertheless, Bobby did authorize some risky ventures on the advice of Wofford
and Martin, and Sargent Shriver. One such venture was the "buying" of positive
campaign coverage through the purchase of "hundreds of thousands of dollars" 44 of overpriced campaign advertisements in prominent "Negro" periodicals, such as Ebony and
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Jet. Another, involved a cash transfer of over $50,000 to Adam Clayton Powell to
"reimburse" the Congressman of Harlem for the expenses of his outspoken support. 45
Despite these and other risky ventures, and despite the Civil Rights Plank in
August, the second of the Simulmatics reports offered an even more dismal prognosis on
the "Negro" vote than the original report in May. Entitled, "Kennedy Before Labor Day",
the report warned that "Negro voters are a danger point for the Kennedy campaign." In
underlined letters, it stated, "[T]he Negro trend away from the Democratic Party is
continuing." 46 Its companion report "Nixon Before Labor Day" the study, citing the
presence of Johnson on the ticket, reported: "Nixon is running very strong amongst
Negro Independents . . . only an extremely bold position on civil rights would gain
Kennedy a strong Negro majority." 47
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After another brief, yet inconsequential meeting between King and John Kennedy
in mid-September, 48 a hard-pressed Wofford gambled on a political coup. He sought to
arrange a photo-opportunity meeting between the two leaders from which Kennedy
would emerge with what would appear as an endorsement from King and his Southern
Christian Leadership Conference. To Wofford's surprise, he met stiff resistance from
none other than Robert Kennedy, the one who had encouraged him to foster Negro
support in the first place. "Three Southern Governors," Bobby told his brother Jack,
"have told me that if you come out for Nikita Khrushchev, Jimmy Hoffa, or Martin
Luther King, they'll throw their states to Nixon." 49
Still, John Kennedy decided to go with Wofford's gamble. After wrangling with
King over the location of the proposed meeting, 50 the two agreed to meet during the
week of October 19. Unknown to Wofford and Kennedy, however, was the fact that
King had been pressed by Marion Barry and Julian Bond to join them that same week for
a sit-in at an Atlanta department store. King used the appointment with Kennedy as an
excuse to decline Barry and Bond's request. 51
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Wofford's scheme collapsed when King informed him that he was obligated to
meet with Nixon in a similar fashion - exactly the event which would negate the
appearance of a SCLC endorsement of John Kennedy. Kennedy's response was
instantaneous: "To hell with that," 52 he snapped sensing a trap like the one he had
already gone through with Jackie Robinson. "Tell him it's off."53 The Kennedys were
not happy with Wofford's "coup." The meeting was canceled and Wofford's credibility
continued to decline.
Harris Wofford's "Constitutional Rights Convention" in New York City on
October 11th was yet another "embarrassment" for Jack Kennedy. The convention
attracted those impassioned by the lack of civil rights for African-Americans. Jack
Kennedy, while perhaps concerned about this situation, was by no means "impassioned"
by it. Yet as the guest of honor at this Democratic function, John Kennedy was forced to
sit at center stage for over an hour while one Liberal after another stepped to the
microphone to read emotional reports and recommendations. Finally, Kennedy stood to
address the excited audience. Carried by the pitch of the previous speakers, Kennedy
gave an impassioned speech to those gathered there, a speech which extended his
commitment even beyond that of the infamous Civil Rights Platform of August.
With the meeting with Kennedy canceled, Marion Barry and Julian Bond renewed
their request of King to join them at the sit-in at Rich's Department store in downtown
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Atlanta. King hesitated. Julian Bond recalled, "I indicated to him that he was going to
have to go to jail if he intended to maintain his position as one of the leaders in the civil
rights struggle." 54 King, realizing that he had to "practice what he preached," 55
eventually agreed to join the protest and face arrest. On October 19, Martin Luther King
was arrested in Atlanta Georgia along with the students he accompanied for violating the
"trespassing laws" by requesting service at a "White Only" counter in the Magnolia
Room of Rich's Department Store.
IV.
John Kennedy once told John Kenneth Galbraith: "The finest strategies are
usually the result of accidents." 56 Such was the way Kennedy won over many AfricanAmerican supporters of the 1960 election. John Kennedy's call to Coretta King to offer
his support as her husband sat in jail, and Robert Kennedy's call to Judge Mitchell to
secure King's release are widely known developments of the 1960 campaign. However,
the circumstances under which those calls were made have been less publicized and
deserve examination. They hardly resemble the premeditated "command decision" 57
which Theodore White described in his enormously popular account of the 1960
Presidential race.
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Fearing that a statement condemning King's jailing would lose more white votes
than it would gain in African-American votes, the campaign staff counseled the candidate
against making a public statement when King was imprisoned. Harris Wofford initially
accepted this line of reasoning. Yet, troubled by thoughts of his friend King sitting in
jail, Wofford made calls to Atlanta authorities to inquire as to King's condition.
Mayor William Hartsfield of Atlanta, meanwhile, was consumed with anxiety over
the threat of violence prompted by King's arrest. Never having wanted the attention
King's arrest had focused on Atlanta, Hartsfield sought to justify King's release. When
word reached him that Wofford, aide to the Democratic presidential nominee, had made
calls inquiring about King's condition, the Mayor seized the justification he had hoped
for. Hartsfield called a press conference and announced that he would release King and
the other demonstrators at the request of his Democratic standard bearer - a request that
candidate Kennedy never made. As Hartsfield explained to Wofford on the telephone,
"Now, I know that I ran with the ball farther than you expected, Harris, my boy, but I
needed a peg to swing on and you gave it to me, and I've swung on it." 58
Suddenly, as he realized the damage such an unauthorized use of Kennedy clout
could have on his personal credibility and on the campaign, Wofford found himself in the
ironic position of begging Hartsfield not to release King -- at least not in the manner
which the Mayor planned. His exhortations were to no avail. Wofford was left
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explaining the chain of events which had led to King's release to a skeptical and
infuriated campaign staff then on the road with John Kennedy in the Midwest. Robert
Kennedy received word of the fiasco back in Washington through Bob Trouteman, who
hearing Hartsfield's announcement over his car radio, had pulled his car over to the side
of the road in Atlanta to place an angry long-distance call to the campaign manager. 59
Wofford's credibility suffered a permanent blow.
But the incident had not yet run its full course. When Judge J. Oscar Mitchell of
neighboring DeKalb County heard that King had been arrested in Atlanta, he issued his
own warrant for King's arrest. The warrant stated that King had violated the terms of
probation Mitchell had imposed on King the previous September for driving without a
valid Georgia driver’s license in May of 1959. When the other demonstrators were
released, King was re-arrested and sentenced to four months of hard labor in prison. The
sentence Mitchell imposed began in the middle of the night of October 26, 1960 at the
isolated rural Reidsville State Penitentiary.While King's arrest and jailing in Atlanta was
politically symbolic, imprisonment in the rural state prison was genuinely lifethreatening. "Negro" prisoners at this facility were known to disappear into the night
without a trace. The possibility of King dying in a Georgia prison as a result of a
sentence imposed by a Democratic Judge, in a state politically dominated by the
Democratic Party headed by Democratic Governor Vandiver, spelled potential disaster
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for the Democratic presidential nominee. The Republicans prepared to rub this situation
in the Kennedys' face. Rumors spread that Lawrence Walsh (who would later become
the Special Prosecutor in the Iran/Contra investigation) was preparing a statement for
President Eisenhower depicting the arrest as a clear demonstration of "Democratic"
justice. 60
Here, Robert Kennedy intervened. In a telephone conversation with Gov.
Vandiver, the two agreed that King had to be released. Vandiver insisted that the release
had to occur in a fashion which would shelter him from local political fallout. Vandiver
asked Robert Kennedy for time to resolve the situation quietly, making him promise that
the President would not make a public statement about the arrest in exchange for King's
release. The candidate, still on the road in the Midwest, informed of Vandiver's
conditions via a telephone conversation with his brother, agreed to the terms. This
agreement scuttled attempts by Wofford to get in out in front of the events by having
John Kennedy issue a statement that condemned Georgia's racist judicial system. After
siding with Bobby and Vandiver's plan of action, Jack telephoned Wofford to reassure
him of his intentions. "What we need most is to get King out, isn't it?" 61
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Wofford was dissatisfied. That night, upset over Kennedy response to the day's
events, Wofford and Louis Martin, convinced Sargent Shriver that Kennedy should make
a gesture similar to Chester Bowles' telephone call of condolences to Coretta King that
evening, so as to at least demonstrate that Kennedy was concerned about this situation on
a humanitarian level. After Wofford relayed Coretta's telephone number, Shriver raced
out to O'Hare Airport in Chicago where Kennedy was staying, waiting to fly out early the
next morning, waited until the entourage of advisers had left the room where Kennedy
relaxed, and asked Kennedy to make the telephone call which Wofford suggested. The
candidate spontaneously agreed and placed the call immediately. 62
John Kennedy would always be amazed by the affect that this short, spontaneous
phone call would have on his life, and the presidential campaign. At the time, he did not
think much of it -- leaning over to Pierre Salinger on the plane the next day to say, "By
the way, I called Coretta King last night." Yet, that phone call created a ripple effect
amongst African-Americans. Martin Luther King's father, up to that time a visible Nixon
supporter, called a press conference to discuss the details of Kennedy's call to his
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daughter-in-law, and to announce that he had switched allegiances as a result of
Kennedy's show of concern for Coretta and his son and would encourage his parishioners
to vote for Kennedy in November.
When word reached Robert Kennedy of his brother's phone call and the lack of
consultation on the part of Wofford, Martin, and Shriver on this move, he was furious.
With less than a week until the election, the disaster he foresaw in dealing with King
seemed to be unfolding. Bracing himself for negative backlash from the media, he called
Shriver, his brother-in-law, and belittled him over the telephone. 63 He summoned
Wofford and Martin to the campaign headquarters. His frustration with their efforts
overflowing, he said to them, "That is the last thing you bomb-throwers will do for this
campaign... You just lost the election." 64
Events were such that Robert Kennedy, on instruction from Governor Vandiver,
was forced to call Judge Mitchell himself, from a payphone in New York in order to
secure King's release. According to Vandiver, the Judge had asked that Bobby himself
call him to request that King be freed. 65 Kennedy took this opportunity to berate the
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Judge for the embarrassment he had caused the country by sending King to jail for a
misdemeanor.
To the surprise and relief of the Kennedys, the event did not get disastrous press
coverage in the East-Coast and the white Southern periodicals they anticipated. It did,
however, generate an enormous amount of coverage and exposure in the "Negro" press.
With the election only a few days away, Shriver, Wofford and Martin embarked
upon a secret project to reap the electoral benefits of all this interstate telephoning. They
began work on "The Blue Bomb." This pamphlet, printed in an eye catching blue and
distributed to thousands of African-American churches nationwide on the last Sunday
before the election, described King's release from jail as the direct result of the
intervention by John and Robert Kennedy. John Kennedy was described as the candidate
"with a heart" compared to Richard Nixon, who had "no comment" about King's
imprisonment. This entire project was completed without the authorization or the
knowledge of either of the Kennedy brothers. Wofford and Martin, in fact, were under
strict orders from Shriver not to tell anyone of their activities.
Another final project was a mailing put together by Wofford, Congressman Adam
Clayton Powell and Congressman Ray Jones for Kennedy's benefit. The mailing, with

Kennedy: Yes, I know, isn't it? It's the first time I've told it, because I thought it would
destroy the Governor. Anyway, the suggestion came from him either directly or
indirectly. The Judge was a good friend of the Governor, and the Judge said that if I
called and it was a matter of importance, he'd make the arrangements. So I called. And I
was out on Long Island speaking at the time. I went into a pay booth and I called the
Judge and said, will he get out on bail? Whatever I said, he got him out.”
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neither letterhead nor other identifying marks, consisted of a lease which Richard Nixon
had signed for one of his apartments, a lease which contained a racial covenant circled in
red, with the word "shame" printed boldly on the front. 66 Harris Wofford alone sent out
500 of these mailers to friends in the African-American community. 67
The response to the week's activities was overwhelming. Less than two weeks
after King's arrest, six days after John Kennedy's phone call to Coretta King, five days
after Robert Kennedy's call to J. Oscar Mitchell, and two days after the "Blue Bomb" was
distributed to African-American churches and Nixon's lease with the racial covenant had
been mailed, John Kennedy edged out Richard Nixon in the General Election on the
strength of overwhelming support from "Negro" voters.

Though the final tally of

votes for the presidential election of 1960 was so close that nearly every ethnic group and
voting block has claimed some responsibility for Kennedy's triumph, no single voting
block can claim to have provided more of a margin of victory than African-Americans,
who cast their ballots 4-1 in favor of Kennedy. 68 The Kennedys' rhetoric throughout the
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primary and general election, pledging aggressive action on civil rights, combined with
the events of the previous week, created an avalanche of support for Kennedy among
African-Americans of all political persuasions on election day. The events of that week
were perhaps captured best by the comments by John Wardlaw, Vice President Richard
Nixon's African-American chauffeur in Washington. Discussing the election results with
Nixon, he said:
Mr. Vice-President, I can't tell you how sick I am about the way my
people voted in the election. You know I had been talking to all my
friends. They were all for you. But when Mr. Robert Kennedy called
the judge to get Dr. King out of jail - well, they just all turned to him. 69

V.
By the time John Kennedy won the 1960 election on November 8, he had raised
the hopes of all who urged strong action against discrimination and segregation. The
strong Civil Rights Plank had seemed a bold move in the direction of racial equality; the
pledge to issue an Executive Order desegregating federally funded housing appeared to
signal strong executive action, at long last, to use the powers of the presidency to remedy
centuries of second-class status; and the call to Coretta King indicated a personal interest
and commitment on the part of the presidential candidate. Kennedy's campaign rhetoric
mobilized those who had been waiting nearly all of their lives for the words he had
uttered. The elderly Roy Wilkins remembered:
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[T]he man simply captivated both of us (Roy and his wife Minnie) with his
fresh formulation of the position of the Negro in the United States... This
was a new formulation in entirely new language. "Well", I said to myself,
"this is what we've been waiting for." 70
Robert Kennedy shared responsibility for the raised expectations. By assigning
Wofford, a Gandhian thinker, to a position of great responsibility within the campaign
and allowing him a high degree of autonomy and unprecedented access, Robert Kennedy
surrendered control over a personally charged aspect of the campaign.
Robert Kennedy did not seem interested or concerned by the pledges made by the
candidate on civil rights, through Wofford's sometimes aggressive tactics, including such
statements as action "with the stroke of a pen." By failing to read the Civil Rights Plank
which had been submitted to the Platform Committee, Robert Kennedy had committed
his brother to what even Wofford and Bowles considered "unrealistic" action on behalf of
civil rights. By failing to consult with anyone on the decision to offer the Vice
Presidency to Lyndon Johnson, opinions which would have surely counseled strongly
against offering Johnson the position, Robert Kennedy set off a chain of events which
required his brother to go beyond the already "unrealistic" commitment to civil rights he
had accepted with the platform. By calling Judge Mitchell, Robert Kennedy contributed
to the impression that the Kennedys were much more emotionally committed to civil
rights issues than they actually were. This fueled expectations that strong, perhaps
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unconventional action to secure civil rights and racial harmony was imminent by the
Northern President.
Wofford, Shriver, and Martin managed to create a huge reservoir of good will and
high expectation for the Kennedys about which the new President and his brother were
both unfamiliar and uncomfortable. All of these developments were politically motivated
maneuvers to promote a political gain. The Kennedys were, after all, politicians. They
said what the African-American voters wanted to hear in order to win their votes.
Perhaps they were not aware how long many African-Americans had waited to hear the
rhetoric which John Kennedy spoke. The Kennedys were ill prepared for the emotional
flood of activism which their words released. Harvard historian, campaign adviser, and
Kennedy White House Aide Arthur Schlesinger wrote several years before Kennedy's run
for the presidency:
American History has been marked by recurrent swings of conservatism
and of liberalism. During the periods of inaction, unsolved social problems
pile up till the demand for reform becomes overwhelming. Then a liberal
government comes to power, the dam breaks and a flood of change sweeps
away a great deal in a short time. 71
America stood poised at the beginning of another quarter century cycle of
liberalism. This era of liberalism awaited release by the unsuspecting Kennedys.
Particularly eager for such rhetorical encouragement were those who had attended neither
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the Democratic nor the Republican Conventions of that year. They were the new civil
rights activists who sat "illegally" in lunch counters throughout the South.
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CHAPTER TWO: BUILDING THE STRUCTURE
When Robert Kennedy took over as the Attorney General, his standing with the
civil rights advocates plunged to a new low. He refused to bring into the Justice
Department anyone who spoke forcefully on behalf of civil rights issues and racial
equality. Instead, he filled the two most sensitive posts at the Justice Department with, in
one case, a person hostile to an aggressive civil rights agenda and, in the other, an
attorney who lacked a relationships, credentials, and credibility with civil rights leaders.
I.
Robert Kennedy intended to leave Washington after his brother won the election.
He was uncomfortable with continuing to live under Jack's shadow. At the advice of
close friends such as William O. Douglas, he prepared to return to Massachusetts to enter
state politics as a candidate for Governor. 72 Jack Kennedy had other plans for Bobby.
He shuffled through his staff appointments to find a place for him. He had already
appointed professional statesmen to head the executive departments of his administration,
calling on the "best and the brightest" to serve on what became known as the "New
Frontier". But few of these New Frontiersmen were close personal friends of the
President. John Kennedy wanted someone who would be his eyes and ears outside of the
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White House -- who could tell him the truth, no matter how painful the truth might be.
He needed his brother Bobby.
The President tried unsuccessfully to find a role at the State and Defense
Department commensurate with Bobby's role -- Bobby was not qualified to head either
one of these Departments and no one needed an Under Secretary who was the brother of
the President. 73 Finally, John asked his Bobby to become the Attorney General, a
position which Abe Ribicoff, the former Governor of Connecticut had recently
declined. 74 Robert remembered, "I didn't want to be Attorney General... In the first
place, I thought nepotism was a problem. Secondly, I had been chasing bad men for
three years and I didn't want to spend the rest of my life doing that." 75 Joe Kennedy, Sr.,
joined Jack in putting pressure on Bobby. Finally, on the morning he was announced as
Jack's choice for Attorney General, Robert acquiesced. "President Kennedy felt that it
might be nice to have somebody around whom he could discuss things with,” Robert later
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explained, "For that reason I did it - not so much to become Attorney General as to be
around during that time." 76
Reactions to Robert Kennedy’s appointment as Attorney General were
overwhelmingly negative. 77 At age thirty-five, Robert Kennedy was to become the
youngest chief law enforcement official of the United States, and he had never even
argued a case in court. Harris Wofford, never actually very fond of Bobby, remembered
considering even the suggestion that Robert might be Attorney General "appalling." 78 It
is interesting to note that one of the only sources of support for Bobby's appointment as
Attorney General was from Southerners. Said Bobby later, "All the Southerners were
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very much in favor of my being Attorney General. The strongest support I received . . .
came from Southerners." 79
Negative reactions notwithstanding, Robert Kennedy moved to assemble a Justice
Department team of unprecedented talent to make up for his lack of legal experience.
Nearly all of the top appointments he made were graduates of Ivy League Law Schools.
Robert Kennedy's choice of his friend Byron White as Deputy Attorney General,
however, did nothing to assuage the misgivings many civil rights advocates had voiced
about his nomination as Attorney General. White and Wofford had "clashed quite a bit in
the campaign," primarily because White's antipathy towards civil rights as a campaign
theme00. 80 As the Deputy Attorney General, White would be the second most powerful
voice in establishing Justice Department priorities. And like many people in the country
at the time, he still did not consider civil rights issues to be a priority.
Meanwhile, there was a concerted effort to get Harris Wofford into the Justice
Department as the Assistant Attorney General for the Civil Rights Division. Sargent
Shriver sent to Bobby's home a confidential letter in December of 1960. "You know that
I'm high on Wofford," he wrote, "He's imaginative, resourceful, an excellent lawyer,
widely traveled, hardworking, and dedicated. I've looked over some of the other persons
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suggested for The Division and none of them compared with Harris." 81 Even John
Seigenthaler, one of Robert Kennedy's closest friends and working companions, became
a "champion" of getting Wofford into that position. 82 Wofford himself was quite eager
and enthusiastic about moving into a position that would enable him to guide the
Administration into action on civil rights.
Robert Kennedy was dead set against appointing Wofford to the Justice
Department. He remembered: "Harris Wofford was very emotionally involved in all of
these [civil rights] matters and was rather, in some areas, a slight madman." 83 By this
time Wofford had become an unpopular figure within the inner circle of Kennedy
advisers. The list of grievances against him was long: The failed meetings with Martin
Luther King, Jr., the Civil Rights Plank and the Constitutional Rights Convention had
extended John Kennedy's commitment to civil rights far beyond that which the inner
circle and the President-elect were comfortable. The apparent misuse of the Kennedy
name to get Martin Luther King out of jail had dragged the candidate into an early and
unwanted confrontation with Southern Democrats. Worse, the distribution of Nixon's
lease at the very end of the campaign had initiated a FBI investigation of the Kennedy
campaign for violation of Hatch Act that requires that political mailings include
letterhead or other identifying marks. This threatened to be a tremendous source of
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embarrassment as Robert Kennedy, the campaign manager, prepared to take over as the
head of the Justice Department with responsibility over the FBI. Wofford had put Bobby
in the position of being investigated by the very federal bureaucracy he was to lead.
Another Wofford offense was his crusade to derail the appointment of Senator
William Fulbright for Secretary of State. As part of the transition talent search, Wofford
felt it his responsibility to act against this man whom the President-elect held in high
esteem. 84 As soon as Wofford discovered that the Southern Senator was being
considered for this position, he asked Liberal-minded friends to call the President-elect
and Robert Kennedy and voice their disapproval. Robert Kennedy was also opposed to
Fulbright, and it was his word which sank the nomination. 85 Nevertheless, Wofford's
public campaign not only violated the Kennedy team spirit, but also abused the
confidence he had been granted as part of the transition team. In the Kennedy eyes,
Harris Wofford was shaping up to be a loose cannon. 86
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Though President Kennedy appointed a large number of African-Americans to
Government positions, none of the aggressive members of the campaign's Civil Rights
Section were given influential positions in the new Administration, positions that would
have been necessary if they were to follow through on the expectations they had helped
raise to such a feverish pitch through their campaign activities. Instead, Wofford, Martin
and Shriver were dispersed throughout the Administration. Louis Martin assumed a
position as the Vice-Chairman of the Democratic Party. Sargent Shriver accepted
command of the President's experimental Peace Corps, where he created a place for his
friend Harris Wofford.
On February 7, 1961 President Kennedy received the members of the Civil Rights
Commission, to ask them to continue working through his administration. The President
had made a campaign pledge to extend the life of the Commission, but he wished to
avoid placing it in the spotlight by immediately changing its personnel. 87 President
Kennedy was surprised by the militancy of the Commission members who visited with
him. Chairman John Hannah confronted him directly and demanded to know why the
President had not appointed a Special Assistant to advise him on civil rights in the White
House. The flustered President replied, "But I have appointed a Special Assistant,
working full time on civil rights issues, Harris Wofford." Soon after the delegation
departed, the mystified Wofford was summoned to the White House and sworn into his
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new post. 88 In another Kennedy improvisation, the Gandhian "madman" Robert Kennedy
had recruited into the campaign, was invited to set up shop in the White House.
Burke Marshall, a corporate lawyer from the Washington law firm of Covington
and Burling, was appointed as the Assistant Attorney General for the Civil Rights
Division. His selection was made at the advice of Byron White, though White had never
met or worked with Marshall. The first encounter between Marshall and Robert Kennedy
was a disaster. The contrast of personality types between Burke Marshall and Robert
Kennedy could not have been more distinctive. Where Robert Kennedy was an
impulsive, emotional firecracker, an intense competitor in sports and athletic activity,
Burke Marshall was a quiet, reserved academic/rationalist, who spoke so softly that at
times, he seemed to whisper. The opposing personality types did not take to each other.
Ed Guthman, the Justice Department's press spokesman, recalled, "Marshall was so selfeffacing and laconic that when he came in for an interview with the equally laconic
Attorney General, the meeting was notable only for long periods of dreadful silence...
Bob was not impressed and doubted very much that he could establish a relationship with
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Marshall." 89 Bobby confided to another intimate, "I have nothing in common with that
man." 90 Nevertheless, he went ahead with the nomination on the strength of White's
suggestion. The decision even surprised Marshall.
Leaving aside the fact that Robert Kennedy's first encounter with his new
appointee to the Civil Rights Division was awkward and largely uncommunicative owing
largely to the differences in their personalities, Marshall met the criteria Robert Kennedy
had set for that position: "I didn't want to have someone in the Civil Rights Division who
was dealing not from fact but was dealing from emotion and who wasn't going to give
what was in the best interest of President Kennedy....I wanted advice and ideas from
somebody who had the same interests and motivations that I had." 91
In early 1961, Robert Kennedy's overriding motivation was the reelection of his
brother as presidency in 1964. Robert Kennedy wanted for the Justice Department's Civil
Rights Division someone who did not have his own civil rights agenda, one that would be
independent and perhaps even damaging to the President. Robert Kennedy wanted a
bureaucrat who would run the Civil Rights Division more like a cold, colorless
corporation than an agency of liberation. The Attorney General wanted an Assistant
Attorney General for civil rights who was truly an "assistant" and not someone who
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would take control of the division and manipulate its political machinery. That person
was the "corporate" lawyer Burke Marshall. "The Civil Rights Division", recalls
Marshall, "had a big job of litigation to do, and that, all by itself, was interesting. I just
didn't think about how the government was organized, ...who was where. It didn't occur
to me to worry about centers of power, and centers of decision making."
The appointment of the young, quiet, unknown, corporate lawyer as the head of
the Civil Rights Division did not move or inspire the members of the civil rights
establishment. The appointment of Marshall seemed to betray a willingness, if not an
outright desire on the part of Robert Kennedy, to allow civil rights issues to lay fallow
during his brother's administration.
Despite his corporate background, Marshall, unknown to most, did have a
tremendous interest in civil rights issues, an interest kindled by a fellow associate at his
corporate law firm: Harris Wofford. The two engaged in lengthy conversations on civil
rights when Wofford was a member of the Civil Rights Commission. Indeed, unknown
to all but Harris Wofford, it was Burke Marshall, during one of their in depth
conversations about civil rights, who suggested to Harris Wofford the highly
controversial concept of assigning Federal Voting Referees to areas where AfricanAmericans had been intimidated away from the polls -- a controversial proposal that
Wofford had made to the Civil Rights Commission. 92 Wofford encouraged Marshall to
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take a job teaching corporate law at the all-black Howard University Law School in
Washington, D.C. Marshall found the experience "awfully interesting. Howard
...exposed me to black students, and Howard Law School, at that time, was full of people
who knew these (civil rights) issues." 93 Marshall had the full support of Harris Wofford
when he took over as the Assistant Attorney General for civil rights at the Justice
Department. "(Marshall) was the one person that I thought might be able to do a better
job than I could at that spot." said Wofford. "Burke just generates confidence in his
balance and judgement.” 94
Despite his personal interests, Marshall's familiarity with civil rights issues were
not well known. They were, at times, deliberately concealed by Marshall. His testimony
at his confirmation hearings of March 3 and 15 of 1961 was revealing:
Senator Johnston (DLouisiana):

Mr. Marshall, how long have you been practicing law?

Marshall:

Since 1951, Senator.

Johnston:

What has been the nature of your practice?

Marshall:

I have been all of that time with a law firm called
Covington & Burling here in Washington, it is a large
law firm. The practice is mainly business law. My
only practice has been mainly in the anti-trust area.

Johnston:

Anti-trust?
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Marshall:

Anti-trust, yes Senator.

Johnston:

I believe you have been assigned over here as
Assistant Attorney General under the Civil Rights
Section. Isn't it something along that line?

Marshall:

That's correct Senator.

Johnston:

What experience have you had in that field?

Marshall:

Virtually none, Senator. I have really had no
experience in that field.

Johnston:

Now have you had any association or affiliation in
anyway with the Civil Rights Commission?

Marshall:

No, Senator.

Johnston:

Do you know any of the members of the Commission?

Marshall:

No, I do not. I do not know any of the members of the
Commission.

Public signals on the nature of the Justice Department's future civil rights policies
did not look good. By bringing White into the Justice Department, Robert Kennedy
brought on a known antagonist of those who urged strong action on civil rights. Next,
Kennedy appointed a quiet, non-confrontational corporate lawyer to head the Civil Rights
Division, a person whom, by his own admission, had "virtually no experience" in civil
rights matters. Compounding the disappointment over the appointments were disturbing
leaks coming from the White House that the new administration would not push civil
rights legislation in Congress. The message from the White House was that President
Kennedy's margin of victory was too narrow to risk any adventurous initiatives in
Congress, especially with regard to something as divisive and party splitting as civil
rights.
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II
When Robert Kennedy took over at the Justice Department, it's my
guess that he anticipated that 80% of his work would be concentrated
on organized crime, and that ...the rest (would be spent) on all other
activities of the Justice Department. 95

Such was Burke Marshall's recollection of the time Bobby Kennedy thought that
he could divide among his duties as the Attorney General. Bobby relished the
opportunity to crush the notorious "bad men" of organized crime and racketeering while
attempting to minimize his involvement in civil rights issues. He knew that civil rights
struggles were bound to become a political liability for his brother. Robert Kennedy
vividly remembered the fate of the previous Attorney General William Rogers, the man
"blamed" for the integration of Little Rock, relative to the political fortunes of his boss,
Richard Nixon. When Rogers accompanied Nixon on a cross-country campaign swing,
he was forced to hide in the plane while Nixon toured several cities in the South. Robert
Kennedy quite openly bemoaned his own situation: “[I]f my brother were going to run
again in 1964, to have an Attorney General who can't hide in a plane and has the same
last name as the President of the United States would just be fatal." 96
Yet, personal involvement in civil rights was forced upon Bobby at a very early
date. Judge Skelley Wright of the Federal Court of Appeals lost very little time in asking
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the Justice Department to intervene to enforce his interpretation of Brown v. The Board
of Education as applied to the public schools in New Orleans, Louisiana. Though U.S.
District Court Judge Wright had ordered the school officials to desegregate at the rate of
a grade-per-year, the New Orleans school officials refused.
Unwilling to see the power of the Federal Government challenged by a group of
school officials in New Orleans and the Governor of Louisiana, Robert Kennedy asserted
the authority of the Justice Department. The nature of the Attorney General's
involvement in this case, however, crystalized early frustration with his views on civil
rights. Many civil rights advocates saw Kennedy's entrance into the case more to secure
the sovereignty of the Federal Government than to secure the rights of African-American
school children per se. The crisis became, not a showdown over what rights would be
afforded to which Americans, but rather a show-down over who wielded more power, the
Federal Government or the School Board of New Orleans. In a joint interview of Robert
Kennedy and Burke Marshall in 1964, the case was characterized by Burke Marshall as
"a defiance by the Governor and the state school board ...Someone had to back down."
Added Robert Kennedy, "The United States (government) couldn't back down." 97
Many were also frustrated at Kennedy's willingness to negotiate an end to the
stand-off between the Louisiana school board officials and Federal Judge Skelley Wright.
A new generation of African-Americans, inspired by the lifting campaign rhetoric of
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John Kennedy, among others, expected decisive action by the Federal Government to end
the second-class citizenship they had suffered under for so long, and were perplexed at
the Attorney General's willingness to compromise with Southern segregationists over the
doling out of their civil rights. To an increasing number of African-Americans,
negotiation was fast becoming a symbol of continued accommodation, appeasement and
delay.
Robert Kennedy had reason to want to negotiate with the Southern segregationists.
It was reason based on what was then widely accepted historic lessons from the period of
Reconstruction following the Civil War. The Kennedys, both Robert and John, had been
educated to the now largely discounted "consensus" view of Reconstruction history, a
history that was critical of the federal occupation of the South yet little concerned about
the failure to fully vest freed slaves with rights under the United States Constitution. The
result was to sew the belief in the Kennedy brothers, and most other similarly educated
persons at that time, that an aggressive and confrontational federal approach to civil
rights in the South would actually set back progress there. The consensus view at the
Justice Department and in the White House during the early part of the Kennedy
Administration, was that peaceful, negotiated change was what was needed in order to
make change in the South permanent. 98
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After lengthy and delicate negotiations, the New Orleans School Board, backed up
by the state of Louisiana, enacted a desegregation plan which was acceptable to Federal
Judge Skelley Wright and the Justice Department. The conflict was resolved peacefully
and with no bloodshed. The resolution of this crisis was held up as a model for future
civil rights confrontations by Attorney General Robert Kennedy. It was consistent with
the Kennedy's "consensus" view of social change, a view where challenges to traditional
race relationships were initiated, accepted and applied at local levels, by local residents,
with local consent, and with little authoritative directives from the Federal Government.
It is interesting to note the contrast between what the Kennedy Administration
officials saw as beginning of their coming to grips with civil rights, and when civil rights
activists pinpoint the beginning of the Kennedy Administration's commitment to their
campaign. Those in the Kennedy Justice Department invariably point to the
desegregation crisis of New Orleans as the departure point, while the leaders of the
African-American Civil Rights Movement point to a rather different crisis, a crisis which
will be discussed in detail in the following chapters, in which Robert Kennedy and the
Justice Department was as much of a target for civil rights activists as the Southern
segregationists were.
The desegregation of the New Orleans school system is rarely mentioned by these
activists as a milestone of progress on civil rights. New Orleans, to many who would be
on the front lines of the Civil Rights Movement of the 1960's, was not the celebrated
milestone it was to the Kennedy Justice Department. It was, instead a millstone, sad
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reminder of how painfully slow the process of desegregation, using the constitutional
framework of the judiciary, was in allowing them the most basic of public rights nearly a
century after emancipation. Those who would become leaders of "The Movement," were
losing patience with and the confidence in the Federal Government through which the
NAACP had been working for so long. They began to confront, not only the secondary
status they had been relegated to for so long, but the very institutions which they had
been assured would assist them in securing their rights.

III.

John Lewis, who would become one of the most confrontational of the civil rights
activists, now the third most powerful member of Congress, described growing up as a
sharecropper's son in rural Georgia, as follows:
[W]e really didn't discuss the whole question of segregation. It was
something that existed and that we saw when we went to the town, into
Troy, to the dime store. We saw the sign saying White Only or Colored.
When you went to go to the water fountain, you knew not to drink out of
the fountain that said White Only, that you were directed to drink out of the
one saying Colored. You couldn't go to the soda fountain and get a Coke.
Somehow we grew up knowing that you couldn't cross that line, but there
was not that much discussing it within my family, not at all. It was a sense
of fear, I guess, on the part of my parents, that we must stay in our place.
There was a certain point where then you couldn't - you knew not to go any
further. 99

When Rosa Parks said "no" to the bus driver who asked her to move to "her place"
at the back of the bus, Rosa said no to far more than simply a bus driver. She said no to
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an entire century of injustice, a century of second class citizenship which mocked the
ideal of American freedom. When Rosa Parks said no to the bus driver she turned her
back on a social structure in which African-Americans were expected to "know," as John
Lewis' family did, the lines which separated white America from black America. When
Rosa Parks said no, she took an uncertain fate into her own hands, and turned away from
the path which such institutions such as the NAACP had trod for decades, the path of
constitutional, internal remedies for their grievances. With a single act, and with a single
word, Rosa Parks articulated the frustration and impatience of an entire segment of the
American population.
On January 1, 1957, the Southern Christian Leadership Conference was founded
on the strength of the communal spirit which made the Montgomery bus boycott, initiated
by Rosa Parks' simple protest, so successful. Their expressed purpose was to employ
non-violent tactics to "redeem the soul of America." This goal proved significantly and
historically more broad than the secular and legalistic goals of the NAACP.
In early 1961, spontaneous sit-in demonstrations occurred in both the north and
the South. Spurred on by the encouragement of one of the first SCLC Coordinators, Ella
Baker, the students of Fisk University, in Raleigh North Carolina founded the Student
Non-Violent Coordinating Committee (“SNCC”) to achieve "a more unified sense of
direction for training and action in nationwide resistance." 100 In the north, James Farmer
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left the NAACP, where he had been the Activities Director under Roy Wilkins, to replace
James R. Robinson at the Congress of Racial Equality (“CORE”). Farmer's return to
CORE, historian August Meier writes, "marked the changeover from the bureaucratic
leader to the charismatic leader... who could make CORE a major influence among Negro
protest organizations." 101
From these groups emerged a new cadre of political, and social civil rights
“activists.” They stood in sharp contrast to the civil rights “advocates” of previous
generations. Where the civil rights advocates of a previous generation worked "within"
the system, the new activists had a profound and deep-seated distrust for American
institutions as they knew them. They were motivated into action by Mahatma Gandhi
whose principles said nothing of waiting for decades for a judicial system to dole out
their rights.
Gandhi's strategy for social change was based on the use of "non-violent, direct
action." The first part of this formula, the "non-violent" aspect, was palatable, even
welcomed by the Kennedy Administration. Non-violence was as much born of social and
political reality as it was to philosophic and theological truisms. "It was non-violence,”
explained James Farmer, "because it presented to the Northern Liberals a most favorable
image of blacks." 102
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The second part, the "direct- action" aspect, clearly was not acceptable by the
Kennedy Administration. Robert Kennedy initially viewed direct-action as a clear and
unequivocal threat to the stability of the United States. Yet, this dichotomy, that of
encouraging non-violence while condemning direct-action, was one which only those
outside of the movement would make. Those within the movement knew that Gandhi's
non-violence had to be coupled with direct action because without direct action, nonviolence assumes age old names: submission, passivity, and indifference.
The eventual force of the direct-action movement was, ironically, heightened by
the frustration that the new activists felt for the Kennedy brothers and their
administration. Young African-Americans were moved by the rhetoric of the youthful
John Kennedy as he campaigned for the White House. 103 There was a great deal of hope
that the young Kennedys would apply their own direct action to racial injustice.
Martin Luther King sought a meeting with President Kennedy early after his
inauguration to prod him to take direct, Executive Branch actions to end racial
discrimination as promised during the 1960 campaign. Yet King was time and time
rebuffed by Kennedy who seemed more preoccupied with building ties to the legislative
establishment than with seeking contacts among civil rights leaders.
On April 14, Robert Kennedy invited Martin King to the Justice Department to
meet with him in his brother's stead. The meeting was cordial yet inconclusive. King
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urged Robert Kennedy to pursue, as Attorney General, alternative strategies to the slow
process of litigation that produced results such as the Brown v. The Board of Education
decision only after years of court appeals. King specifically suggested that Robert use his
influence to petition the Interstate Commerce Commission to bar discrimination in
facilities serving interstate patrons. The Attorney General, however, made no promises.
He told King that inert bureaucracies such as the ICC were immune to decisive action,
and that a petition as he suggested would be delayed for years in internal study. 104
Meanwhile, Harris Wofford found that his recommendations to John Kennedy on
civil rights were being systematically ignored. He had received no feedback at all
pertaining to the detailed memorandum he had prepared that provided the President a
blueprint for strong executive leadership in civil rights. In a memorandum dated
December 30, 1960, Wofford indicated that the environment was right for a two-pronged
attack. On one front would be the strong Southern voice of Lyndon Johnson; on the
other, the bold civil rights pledges of the Democratic Platform. Wofford wrote to
Kennedy: "It took a strong civil rights platform and campaign, and Lyndon Johnson and
substantial Southern support to win in 1960. The same combination is short-hand for
what the problem requires in 1961 and the years ahead." Citing what Bob Trouteman had
called the "liberating effect" which Kennedy's call to Coretta King had on some Southern
politicians, Wofford urged Kennedy to use the same type of unconventional approach to
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"shock and reshape the thought patterns and the political patterns of this (racial)
problem." 105
Wofford's strategy was never to be. Robert Kennedy backed the Administration
away from the Democratic Party's Civil Rights Plank during his confirmation hearings on
January 13, 1961. After repeated questioning from the liberal republican Kenneth
Keating (whom Kennedy would challenge, defeat and replace as New York's U.S.
Senator in 1964) on whether the Administration would live up to its platform promises on
civil rights, the Attorney General Designate answered, "They (the civil rights
recommendations) will be made based on the legislation that now exists, and what the
situation is at the time. . . .All facts have to be examined and then if President-Elect
Kennedy requests a recommendation from the Department of Justice we will study the
matter and make a recommendation to the President." This was in sharp contrast to the
"affirmative new atmosphere" to which the candidate had pledged himself in the 1960
platform. 106
Next, Robert Kennedy muzzled an unexpected advocate of civil rights, Lyndon
Johnson, who had become, since their confrontation at the Convention, an arch-enemy.
The Vice-President was eager to shed his burly Southern image so as to fit more
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comfortably with the urbane, sophisticated intellectuals who made up the Kennedy's
"Camelot." Civil rights offered him the most visible means of repudiating his past. The
Vice-President sought and received the President's appointment as the Chairman of the
President's Commission on Equal Employment Opportunity. Yet, the role would prove
little more than ceremonial as the Kennedys were not enthusiastic about Johnson as a
spokesman for civil rights. Robert Kennedy explained, "The President always felt that
Johnson, on civil rights, wanted to get too far involved in it personally than was
necessary." 107 The Attorney General instructed Johnson to speak "no more than the
President was speaking" on civil rights matters -- which at the time was not at all. 108
John Nolan, a Kennedy Justice Department Assistant, described the meetings of the
PCEEO as "scripted," 109 a formula for inaction.
President Kennedy refused to sign the Executive Order to end discrimination in
federally subsidized housing -- the Order he himself had described as simply "the stroke
of a pen" during the campaign in 1960. In fact, the President showed intense irritation
towards Harris Wofford for his efforts to have him sign the Order which he had so readily
pledged himself. 110 As more and more time went by without the President signing the
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Order on housing, it became all too clear to Harris Wofford that, despite his appointment
to the President's White House staff, the President had no intention of allowing him to
use the White House as a center for civil rights action. To Wofford's great
disappointment, the center for decisions pertaining to civil rights would be at the Justice
Department.
In a speech drafted and revised repeatedly as its first communication to all the
pertinent parties in its future integration cases, Robert Kennedy mapped out the
obligation of the Justice Department in pursuing the civil rights goals of the new
President. He articulated a purely legal obligation, devoid of a moral imperative. In
explaining the Justice Department role in the desegregation of public schools, Robert
Kennedy was only willing to go as far as to state, “We are maintaining the orders of the
courts. We are doing nothing more nor less.” 111
With the former campaign manager at the head of the Justice Department, and
now in charge of the civil rights efforts, the civil rights constituency and increasingly the
civil rights activists and leaders began to take the view that the authority of the Justice
Department in this field would be exercised only to the extent it served the re-election
prospects of the Attorney General's brother. 112
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To deny political motivations in the exercise of the Kennedy's duties and
responsibilities, including in their duties to protect civil rights, would be counter intuitive
and in contrast to many undeniable facts. Politics and political considerations were the
lifeblood which had sustained the Kennedys through their journey from the Eleventh
Congressional District to the White House.
Comparisons are often made between the "political" considerations of the early
Kennedy era and the "statesman" conduct of the Eisenhower Administration. Such
comparisons are not entirely fair. Eisenhower and his lieutenants approached the White
House from a different front than the Kennedys and their supporters. As the Supreme
Allied Commander, Dwight Eisenhower commanded the largest army ever assembled on
the planet and descended, in a manner not unlike George Washington, upon the
Presidency from the most powerful role this country has ever, and with luck, will ever
know. Robert and John Kennedy, on the contrary, scrapped and fought their way to the
White House, cajoling an army of sympathizers to build support for their cause in
thousands of counties, and in hundreds of precincts across the country. The game of
politics brought them to the top of the heap, and they did not simply discard the rules and
skills acquired from the previous sixteen years upon entering the Executive Branch.
In some ways, it was surprising that the Kennedys did not make more political
appointments and take more stock in political considerations than they did. The "Best
and Brightest" were no collection of political hacks, nor were projects such as the Peace
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Corps, or the Alliance for Progress simply the end game of horse trading on Capitol Hill.

Still political considerations, by necessity, did play an important role in the
deliberations at the Justice Department as they did at the White House. Some such
considerations, such as the Tax Cut of 1963 and the Reapportionment suit brought by the
Attorney General in 1961, 113 were beneficial to the country and their political origins
have been blurred or denied. Other such considerations backfired to the extent that they
have become the bastard offspring of real-politic Kennedy myopia. Such was the fate of
the appointment of the federal judges to the Fifth Circuit Court.
On May 19, 1961, President Kennedy signed the Senate Bill 912, otherwise
known as the Judiciary Act of 1960, which increased by 73 the number of slots for judges
on the Federal Bench. Such an increase placed a tremendous burden on the Executive
Branch to find judges for the new slots as well as old vacancies. To this gargantuan task
was assigned Robert Kennedy's Justice Department.
Robert Kennedy defined leadership as action. From Robert McNamara
overhauling everything from weapons procurement to nuclear strategy at the Pentagon, to
the Peace Corps volunteers who dug wells in sub Saharan Africa, the Executive Branch
was to be the preserve and priority for persons of action. Federal judges were not
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considered to be "pioneers on the New Frontier". Faced with such a large number of
slots to fill, and concerned with more kinetic areas of Government, the Justice
Department relied upon the Senate for an unprecedented, and to some a suspicious degree
of "advice and consent" on nominees for the federal bench.
The politicization of nominations to the federal bench provided significant
dividends for the Kennedy Administration. Nominations allowed the Kennedys to repay
scores of political debts accrued over the last decade. 114 Deference to the Senate also
provided the means to extract return political favors in the future. 115
To Southern segregationist political leaders, deference to their interests held out a
much more sacred dividend. Said John Patterson, the segregationist Governor of
Alabama:
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[L]ong before Mr. Kennedy ever came on the scene, we knew down
here that we were fighting a delaying battle in so far as the segregation
of public schools and public facilities were concerned. You see, our
position had always been to fight a legal battle. We fought it legally in
the courts, and our whole policy was to avoid confrontation, to avoid a
decision. You see, when you know the decision is going to be against
you in advance, then you're foolish to try to push it to a conclusion
when you might be able to delay it another year or two, you see. This
was our policy. 116
Robert Kennedy’s nomination of judges for the federal bench stiffened the resolve
of the segregationists in the South. It was for these appointments that Robert Kennedy
would receive his most devastating, and prolonged criticism. In his much-read book,
Kennedy Justice, Victor Navasky would write:
No aspect of Robert Kennedy's Attorney Generalship is more vulnerable to
criticism than these appointments. For it was a blatant contradiction for the
Kennedys to forego civil rights legislation and executive action in favor of
litigation and at the same time to appoint as lifetime litigation-overseers
men dedicated to frustrating that litigation. 117
Even those who would later become close friends fault Robert Kennedy for this
abuse of executive privilege. Marian Wright, who would become one of Robert
Kennedy's most dedicated supporters said
[T]he big thing that formed my first impression of the Kennedys was
their choice of judgeships, the fantastically segregationist judges who
116
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were appointed to district benches in the South! How Burke Marshall
could say, `I saw Judge Cox sitting there in the Justice Department, and
he promised me he would uphold the law. 118‘ I mean those of us who
had been working in the South long enough, we know that kind. 119
The effects of these judicial appointments would not be felt immediately. Yet, the
effect would be felt definitively. In writing about the appointment just one of the
segregationist judges, Harold Cox of Mississippi, Roy Wilkins would write, "For 986,000
Negro Mississippians, Judge Cox was another strand in their barbed-wire fence, another
cross over their shoulders, and another boulder in the road up which their young people
had to struggle." 120
The conservative judicial structure which Robert Kennedy put in place by the end
of 1961 stood in sharp contrast to the increasingly radicalized civil rights groups
organizing throughout the South during the same period of time. Moreover, as Attorney
General, Robert Kennedy embraced a radically different gradualist strategy for
addressing civil rights deprivations that was on a collision course with the direct-action
tactics being adopted by civil rights activists. A conflict between these disparate
structures was soon to come.
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CHAPTER THREE: FIRST LESSONS
The Freedom Rides took the Kennedy Justice Department by surprise. Though
they were informed of the rides, it is doubtful that they took the enterprise seriously as
CORE activists were not nationally known. The Attorney General and the President were
shocked by the violence the Riders encountered. The Justice Department and Robert
Kennedy gained a much soberer view of segregationist southern politicians. The results
for the activists were a complete victory for Gandhian tactics and principles. It
invigorated "the Movement" as it was becoming more provided a renewed sense of
purpose and emboldened confidence.
In April of 1961, Roy Wilkins tried to talk James Farmer, his former employee,
and now the Executive Director of CORE, out of embarking on what was to be known as
"the Freedom Rides". After pointing out the tremendous personal and financial toll to
which the riders would be subjected, Wilkins reasoned with Farmer, "All we need is one
good test case so we can fight it out in the courts and put an end to segregated travel in
this country, just as we reduced the concept of segregated schools to ashes." Farmer was
not to be deterred. He replied, "Roy, we've had test cases... and the status remains
quo." 121 He refused to call them off.
The rides were planned to deliberately encourage violence. As Farmer later explained:
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We planned the Freedom Ride with the specific intention of creating a
crisis. We were counting on the bigots in the South to do our work for
us. We figured that the government would have to respond if we
created a situation that was headline news all over the world, and
affected the nation's image abroad. An international crisis, that was our
strategy.
On May 4, 1961, The Freedom Riders left Washington, D.C. riding buses from the
two major interstate carriers, Trailways and Greyhound for the stated purpose of testing
compliance with the Supreme Court ruling in Boyton vs. Virginia. 122 After traveling
relatively unmolested through 800 miles of interstate highways, both buses the Trailways
bus and the Greyhound bus were attacked after leaving Anniston, Alabama. The first was
shot at and burned on the freeway, while the other was set upon by the Ku Klux Klan
when it pulled into the bus station in Birmingham.
"I would say the dominant reaction in the Department of Justice was: Why are
they doing this? Why are they making so much trouble for us?" 123 such was the
recollection of Assistant Attorney General Ramsey Clark to James Farmer's group as the
violence inflicted upon them began to unravel. Confusion permeated the Justice
Department, the Attorney General, and the President of the United States. No one knew
just what it was that the Freedom Riders wanted, perhaps because they wanted so little.
Possibly paralyzed by a misrepresentation of Reconstruction History, these powerful men
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sat as powerless spectators of the events unfolding in the South. The Attorney General
was shunned by the Freedom Riders. At one point, he asked Martin Luther King to
inquire with James Farmer as to the possibility, after the first group of riders had been
arrested at the terminus of their journey in Jackson, Mississippi, of a suspension of the
rides, allowing for a "cooling off period." Farmer icily responded to King, "Tell him
we've been cooling off for a hundred years and we're not going to cool off any longer." 124
The frustration of the White House soon turned to anger. President Kennedy
called his Negro liaison, Harris Wofford, into the Oval Office. "Stop them!" he told
Wofford, "Get your friends off those buses.... Tell them to call it off!" 125
For his part, Robert Kennedy was not used to being ignored. Said SNCC activist
John Wilson, "I think that was the first time that Robert Kennedy realized that he couldn't
just pick up the phone and call people to clear up a situation like this." 126 The violence
which occurred was irrational to Robert Kennedy. Especially incredulous was the
acquiescence to this violence by his "great friend" John Patterson. "The President and the
Attorney General thought they were dealing with a sensible, rational person (in John
Patterson)," 127 recalled Burke Marshall of the time. Governor John Patterson paid no
heed to the Attorney General's entreaties to provide protection for the riders. "Mr. Robert
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Kennedy either did not care or he did not have any understanding to amount to anything
of our problems down here." claimed Patterson later, "[i]t was, `You see it my way or
else.' There was no room for negotiation with (Robert Kennedy)." Eventually the
exchanges between the Kennedys and Governor Patterson became so bitter that the
Governor simply stopped receiving phone calls from the Attorney General and the
President. At that point, the President appointed Bobby's Personal Assistant John
Seigenthaler to be his personal representative to Governor Patterson, to confront him
person to person.
Peter Maas, a reporter for "Look" magazine recalled a watershed moment for the
Attorney General during this crisis. "I think Bob changed on the day that his
administrative assistant - John Seigenthaler, got hit over the head in Montgomery. I was
in his office right afterward. He was possessed by an enormous anger . . . He took it as if
he had been down in Montgomery himself and had been hit." 128 The mob attack upon
John Seigenthaler prompted Robert Kennedy to order United States Marshals into
Alabama. In what John Lewis, the head of the Student Non-Violent Coordinating
Committee, would call "one of the greatest acts of Robert Kennedy in the area of civil
rights”, Federal marshals flew into Montgomery to protect the Freedom Riders with
reinforcements arriving in time to prevent an angry mob from burning the church in
which the Freedom Riders and the First Baptist Church congregation had gathered with
Martin Luther King.
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The Freedom Rides were a fantastic success for the direct-action activists. The
Government, at the direction of Robert Kennedy and John Kennedy, did, in the end, come
to the assistance of the activists, a by no means forgone conclusion when the riders set
out. The response of Robert Kennedy during the Freedom Rides began a perception of
the Attorney General as articulated by James Farmer, "(We knew) that when the chips
were down, he could be forced to come to our assistance - that he would not be on the
other side." 129 "It's true that the Freedom Rides stimulated the Department of Justice, not
just to deal with the crises, but to deal with the underlying problem of segregation in
interstate facilities," said Burke Marshall "It brought to the attention to me, the Attorney
General, and the President the enormous opposition to the most minor form of racial
desegregation. The behavior of the Klan and the local government, the violence, was a
shock to the Attorney General." 130 As planned, the brutality of the segregationist
retaliation pricked the conscience of the Federal Government.
Another achievement of the Freedom Ride was the realization of what united
action could bring about among different organizations. The Freedom Rides eventually
involved four separate civil rights organizations. The Congress of Racial Equality
instigated the rides, the students from SNCC prevented the rides from being derailed by
violence and acquiescence, the Southern Christian Leadership Conference sustained the
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rides through the summer of 1961, and the NAACP provided the legal assistance to the
Riders once they were jailed.
On May 29, 1961, the Justice Department filed an unusual petition with the
Interstate Commerce Commission. The petition asked the Department to explicitly and
definitively outlaw discrimination in the facilities over which they had authority:
facilities doing business in interstate commerce. Three months, three weeks and three
days later, the ICC acting with uncharacteristic speed with the prodding of the Justice
Department, issued the Order. The Justice Department petition and the ICC ruling
demonstrated to the new activists that, given the right stimulus, the federal bureaucracy
could be mobilized in their favor. They found a particularly raw nerve in Robert
Kennedy.
Through the crisis of the Freedom Rides, civil rights activists gained an
appreciation of the emotional, moralistic side of Robert Kennedy. They were encouraged
to force similar moral confrontations to prompt the Attorney General to not only
intervene in crises, but to attack the source of the protestor's discontent: segregated public
facilities.

Law School.
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CHAPTER FOUR: PARTNERSHIP (?)
The volatility of the Freedom Rides alarmed the Attorney General. He sought,
through voter registration, not only to marry the energy of the activists with his brother's
electoral welfare, but to channel the energy of the movement into what he viewed as
constructive political empowerment as opposed to what he viewed as destructive
confrontation through direct-action.
Nearly a year after admitting so to Harris Wofford, Robert Kennedy was in trouble
with "Negroes" all over again. Recall his statement of May of 1960: "We've been
dealing outside the field of the main Negro leadership and we have to start from scratch."
The hospitals of Georgia and the jails of Mississippi were filling up with the new
black leadership of the 1960's, many of whom had been sitting at lunch counters a year
earlier: Diane Nash, James Farmer, Stockley Carmichael, John Lewis, James Bevel,
Jerome Smith, Jim Peck, John Wilson, Frank Smith and Marion Barry. The personalities
with whom the Kennedys had worked hard to develop relations with, Harry Belafonte,
Jackie Robinson, Rafer Johnson, Adam Clayton Powell, were nowhere near the action.
Martin Luther King seemed to be the only link to this new group and even he had to
struggle to stay on top of the unfolding of events.
Kennedy Administration found itself caught in the cross-fire it had trod such a
delicate path to avoid. On one side were citizens who were blatantly being denied the
most basic of rights who were represented on the streets by an anonymous collection of
-1-

young activists who used direct action to demonstrate the inadequacy of the legal
mechanisms designed to ensure those rights. On the other side was the established
political structure, the Southern-dominated Democratic Congress with a choke-hold on
President Kennedy's entire progressive legislative agenda. It became the task of the
thirty-five-year-old Robert Kennedy to somehow extract the President, the Party and the
country from this morass.
In approaching this dilemma, Robert Kennedy had two previous, yet not always
parallel obligations. The first was to maintain law and order pursuant to his
responsibility as the chief law enforcement officer in the government. The second was to
protect his brother's presidency from the political damage from both the violent
confrontations even the most paltry civil rights action would incur in the South, and the
negative reaction such democratic/segregationist reaction would have with liberals of the
north. To maintain order the government had to provide the means for the activists to
work "within the system". Chaos would prevail if the Federal Government became
merely a spectator, as it had been during the Freedom Rides, to activities carried out in
frustration. The sense of partnership would be the key to constructive social change.
On June 16, 1961 Robert Kennedy invited the leaders of the umbrella "Freedom
Ride Coordinating Committee", including Diane Nash, and Charles Sherrod from SNCC
(just out of jail), Wyatt Walker of SCLC, to the Justice Department. It was then that he
first broached the suggestion that they channel their energies away from direct action
protests such as the Freedom Rides into voter registration. Voter registration seemed to
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offer the only combination of responsible social change "within the system", and
partnership and shared purpose with the Executive Branch. Voter registration was seen
by Robert Kennedy as an activity which would be beneficial to the African-American
interests, the Democratic Party, the democratic process, the country, and not least of all,
the reelection prospects of his brother (the registered voters were assumed to be voting
for the Kennedy Administration.) It promised institutionalized concern with "Negro"
issues, and a political dividend for the Kennedy Administration.
The new activists were not enthusiastic about the channel the Federal Government
asked them to direct their energies. Recalled Robert Kennedy, "[t]hey rather resented it.
That's not what they wanted to do, and that's not where they were going to focus their
attention." 131 Burke Marshall explained, "It was if they (the Kennedys) were asking
Negro leaders to divert their energies, and those of their organizations, into channels that
would require as little change and movement as possible." 132 Robert Kennedy justified
the voter registration emphasis by making the case that voter registration was the clear
domain of the Federal Government, and activities on behalf of voter registration would
allow the Justice Department to support the activists to the maximum extent of its
authority. Moreover, he argued, voter registration, being a nonpartisan civic activity,
would release for their use large sums of tax free money from foundations such as the
Teutonic Foundation run by the Kennedy's friend Steven Currier.
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The students were resentful of what they considered a bribe to buy their
cooperation. Yet, Attorney General had three rather important allies: Roy Wilkins,
Martin Luther King and after some deliberation, James Farmer. The NAACP, and SCLC
leaders had long looked to voting rights a venue toward civil rights. Farmer was dubious
of the distinction made between direct action and voter registration. However, Farmer
recognized what an enormous difference a millionaire such as Currier (independently
wealthy, he had married a member of the Mellon Family) could have on logistical
problems faced by the activists -- chief among them securing sufficient money to post
bail for jailed protesters. 133 With the promise of money and the perceived promise of
Federal protection from the Federal Government, the participation of the NAACP, the
urging their inspirational leader, Dr. King, and the consent of the new activist leader
James Farmer the young Freedom Riders agreed. The Civil Rights Movement was
brought on board the Kennedy ship.
Though the Kennedy Administration tried to align the interests of the young
activists with the interests of the new administration, it wanted to keep a watchful eye on
them as well. It was after the Freedom Rides that Burke Marshall began to speak to the
Attorney General about a "spy gap" 134 that existed with regard to knowledge of civil
rights activities. Robert Kennedy began to put in place an infrastructure to gain
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information on the activities of the young activists so that the embarrassing and chaotic
Freedom Ride situation would not be repeated.
Steven Currier, placed an important condition on the release of the money from
the Teutonic Foundation, a condition most likely requested by Robert Kennedy. His
condition was that the heads of each one of the groups (NAACP, SCLC, The Urban
League, SNCC, CORE, and The National Council of Negro Women) would have to meet
secretly once a month in New York, were they would share and discuss, off the record,
their group's upcoming plans with each other and, the ultimate purpose, with him. None
of the members of this gathering, eventually called the Council on United Civil Rights
Leadership, had any illusions that having Steven Currier sitting in on their conversations
was any different than speaking in the presence of Robert or John Kennedy themselves.
Yet, they agreed to the condition. 135
The Attorney General also reached understandings with three prominent
entertainers, Harry Belafonte, Dick Gregory, and Sammy Davis Jr., to provide him with
"ex-Currier" information on the activities of the activists. These three popular characters
circulated freely through the movement, and gained a great knowledge of plans and
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activities. 136 It is also about this time that the Attorney General authorized surveillance
of Martin Luther King and the tapping of his associate Stanley Levison's phone. 137
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examined as a gauge to the times and the decision to tap Martin Luther King's phone.
The Justice Department never gave the Federal Bureau of Investigation the permission to
"bug" (place microphones and other listening devises) in Martin Luther King's Hotel
rooms or his private home. Due to an idiosyncrasy of the law, the FBI had all the
authority they needed to initiate that surveillance: their own. Evidence points to the fact
that it was at the request of the Director of the FBI that the taps were placed on Stanley
Levison's phone. The request to tap Martin Luther King's phone was repeatedly turned
down by the Attorney General until a point was reached where the Hoover was leaking
inaccurate information around Washington, D.C. about Martin Luther King's
involvement with the Communist Party.
The Kennedys had a lot to lose if King were to be discredited as a communist or as
a degenerate. There was an assumption that King was the Kennedy's "man". The public
embrace of King after the March on Washington would have been an embarrassment if
King were exposed as a communist. Evidence seems to point in the direction that Robert
Kennedy and his brother were acting in order to protect King, to prevent another
"Profomo" type situation from occurring in the United States. At one point Robert
Kennedy acted to have unflattering reports which had been prepared and distributed by
Herbert Hoover, recalled and destroyed.
Martin Luther King was a valuable leader to the Kennedy Administration. He
preached non-violent social change, not violent revolution, which were comforting words
to the Kennedys who were too keenly aware of the straights of a similar presidency
exactly five score behind the Kennedys. Despite the above it seems clear that Robert
Kennedy and Burke Marshall did read the transcripts of the recorded conversations. The
Director of the Federal Bureau of Investigations, had a deep hatred for Martin Luther
King and Robert Kennedy. It was from his office that news of the tap on King's phone
was released in 1964. Victor Navasky, no fan of the Attorney General, had this to say
about the tapping of King's phone:
Robert Kennedy's enemies while he was alive and his critics
-6-

Within a period of six months following the Freedom Rides, the Attorney General
thus had, in place a thorough infrastructure through which to gather information and
about the activities of the Civil Rights Movement and to disseminate the opinion of the
Kennedy Administration. With the agreement of the activists to enter a voter registration
drive, and the opening of communication, if not information, channels, Robert Kennedy
hoped to provide a new structure to deep this domestic situation from spinning out of
control.

after he died have tried to use the King Wiretap as evidence
that the Attorney General was cynical, ruthless and
hypocritical, embracing Dr. King in public, wiretapping him
in private. The evidence suggests something quite differentthe General...trusted Dr. King to the point of privately alerting
him to the FBI's worst suspicions. pp.152 Kennedy Justice.
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CHAPTER FIVE: STAGNATION
1962 was the fallow year for civil rights advancements during the Kennedy years.
The Justice Department proceeded with Kennedy's previous plan for methodical,
voluntary social change. This proved to be a frustratingly slow and to the activists,
unsatisfactory procedure. Many began to wonder if they had been truly welcomed as
partners, or simply duped by the new Administration.
The apparent "stabilization" of the civil rights situation brought about by the
agreement on voter registration and through the closing of the "spy gap" may have had
something to do with the Attorney General's advice to the President not to sign the
Executive Order on Housing in late November of 1961.
Wofford, the week before Thanksgiving in 1961, had finally convinced the
President to sign the Executive Order barring discrimination in federally subsidized
housing. After clearing the order through all the pertinent federal agencies, consulting
and assuaging the fears of cankerous members of Congress, and even preparing a press
release for the actual signing, Wofford was dumfounded when he returned from the
Thanksgiving weekend to learn that the President, after a long discussion with Bobby
while they walked on the rainy beach of Hyannis Port during that very Thanksgiving
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holiday, 138 had changed his mind and was not, after all, going to sign the Executive
Order. 139
Robert Kennedy advised his brother against signing the Order due to opposition
from Northern politicians whose defection from the Administration's political agenda
would have been fatal. 140 Their negative reaction presumably outweighed the concerns
of the civil rights leaders, whom, despite the expected outcry, the Kennedys presumed
would continue to play ball on voter registration.
Yet, the decision to delay the Executive Order sparked Harris Wofford’s
resignation. Wofford realized that he had little influence on civil rights relative to Robert
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Interview of Harris Wofford by Larry J. Hackman, February 3, 1968,
Oyster Bay, New York, John F. Kennedy Oral History Project, JFK Library.
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The following passage from Burke Marshall's interview by Anthony Lewis,
from the JFK Library's collection of Oral History Interviews offers insight into the
environment in which the decision such as the refusal to sign the Housing Order had been
made.
Lewis: Did you bring up a proposal? Had the president asked the Justice Department for
proposals? How did the topic arise?
Marshall:
It arose... I didn't have any proposals. I was just asked to come up there. I
didn't really know what we were going to talk about so I didn't bring proposals. For all I
knew we were going to play touch football. The attorney general, in fact, was playing
touch football all day in the rain. He'd go out and play touch football and the president
would yell, "Hey Bobby", out the window, and then he would come in to one of the
meetings, give whatever remark he had on whatever we were talking about, and then he
would go out back with his children in the cold rain. ... I suppose it was one of the few
times the president got advised, by an attorney general on an important matter like this
when the attorney general was just dripping wet in an old sweater, coming in from
playing touch football in the rain.
140
Robert F. Kennedy, In His Own Words, 154-56.
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Kennedy. 141 He decided to leave the White House. He had not only lost his credibility
with his associates within the Movement on his inability to deliver the Executive Order
after eleven months in the White House, but worse, he was discovering that his presence
within the White House was actually a hindrance to the efforts of his friends.
What (President) Kennedy liked best in my role, and I liked least, was
my function as a buffer between him and the civil rights forces pressing
for presidential action. . . . I got tired of him accosting me with a grin
and asking, "Are your constituents happy?" 142
Rather than serving as the lightening rod through which the energy of the activist
could be channeled directly to the President, Wofford had become a buffer between the
President and the leaders of the Civil Rights Movement. Wofford's parting advice to
King was, "Get to the Kennedys yourself. Do not accept any intermediaries." 143
Late 1961 and 1962 were the fallow years for the civil rights movement. Dr. King
described 1962 as "the year that civil rights was displaced as the dominant issue in
domestic politics." 144 Yet, this was the time period in which the civil rights leadership
would some of its most valuable lessons. As James Farmer recalled,
In the South, non-violence did not work in the classical sense, the
Gandhian sense. The Gandhian sense would be that you persuade the
wrong doer with your non-violence. We didn't persuade the Klan,...
No, not at all..., no, no, no. We didn't change their hearts and their
141
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minds. In that sense, it didn't have the effect that Gandhi spoke of in
his claim for non-violence. 145
Farmer's CORE organizers came to the painful realization of that Gandhian strategy was
in adequate in the areas in which they worked. CORE launched non-violent integration,
and voter registration efforts in such places as Baton Rouge, Louisiana and Greensboro,
South Carolina, yet bore the full brunt of segregationist violence and were barely able
stay intact after months of relentless, violent pressure.
The fallow years of 1961 and 1962 taught the civil rights activists lessons about
the importance of media coverage of their activities -- both in terms of what happened
when they gained the sympathy of and exposure through the mass media, and the terrible
consequences that befell them when the bright camera lights were turned off.
The activists learned to become particularly attentive to the need to attract the
attention of the international press corps because of the determination of the Kennedy
brothers to beat the Soviets in the propaganda war being waged for the Third World. The
ardent anti-Communism which Harris Wofford glimpsed when he first encountered
Robert Kennedy in 1957 continued after Kennedy took over as the Attorney General.
Like his older brothers and his father, Robert Kennedy's first loyalties were to foreign
policy affairs. Robert Kennedy was, for example, considered one of the most enthusiastic
advocates within the Kennedy Administration within the Administration of
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unconventional warfare as a means of fighting Communist insurgency. Robert
Kennedy’s fascination with unconventional warfare grew out of the increasing concern
with the competition between the superpowers in the developing, "third" world. This was
the new battle ground for influence. Here, the score was kept, not through a tally sheet of
comparable armaments, but through an amorphous battle for the "hearts and minds" of
millions of village dwellers in the hundreds of thousand thatched roof communities
throughout the world.
The lack of civil rights for African Americans was a growing embarrassment and
blatant inconsistency in the selling of American styled democracy abroad. The absence
of basic freedoms for black Americans threatened to shackle the United States
Government when it tried to speak for the need for Vietnamese, Latin American, or
Eastern European freedom. Progress on racial issues in the United States was necessary
if the country was to build meaningful relations with the many non-white countries
emerging from the patchwork of European colonies made defunct through the latest of
world wars.
Robert Kennedy tended to view the crises in civil rights through the prism of his
obsession with the Communists. He would go as far to say, "In the worldwide struggle,
the graduation of Charlayne Hunter and Hamilton Holmes (the two African-American
students who had integrated the University of Georgia) will without question aid and
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assist the fight against communist political infiltration and guerilla warfare." 146 Robert
Kennedy marked reference to "Communists" or "enemies of the United States" in 25 out
of the 27 major civil rights speeches given between his nomination as Attorney General
and the death of President Kennedy, including a speech given to National Conference of
Christians and Jews Dinner in Cleveland, Ohio, on December 3, 1961 in which he makes
eight direct references to "communist", "communism", or "communize", and twenty
indirect references to enemies of the United States including, "Chinese", "Russian",
"Soviet" etc. . . By the same token, Robert saw such violent incidents as the Freedom
Rides as damaging to the international image of United States nearly to the point of being
treasonous. 147
"An international crisis, that was our strategy." 148 Such were the words of James
Farmer before setting out on the Freedom Rides. That is precisely what the Freedom
Riders brought about. The Freedom Bus was burned just as President Kennedy was
about to announce his first summit with Nikita Khrushchev. So serious was the potential
damage to the image of the country, that Robert Kennedy went over the airwaves not two
days after the violence had eased to assure the world on the "Voice of America" that the
United States meant to make progress in assuring civil rights for its African-Americans
citizens.
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James Farmer had his CORE activists probe this international sore when the news
media reported that four African diplomats, touring as part of a delegation from the NonAligned Movement, had been denied service at a segregated restaurant while traveling
from Washington, D.C. to New York City along Route 40. This was a true
embarrassment to the Kennedy Administration. The State Department, fearful that such
bigotry could result in the United Nations moving its headquarters out of the United
States, issued a strong moral indictment of the State of Maryland for what it called the
"humiliation" of the four Ambassadors. 149 CORE organizers piggy-backed off the media
coverage of this event by stating sit-ins at the guilty facilities.
From February 6, until February 21, of 1962, Robert Kennedy traveled around the
world on "good will" visits to scores of developing countries. As the President's personal
envoy, the trip provided the Kennedy brothers the first real opportunity to test the
international waters since assuming office. The Attorney General was greeted
enthusiastically wherever he went. Yet, an issue for which he was responsible to cropped
its head up time and time again. Robert Kennedy recalled, "In the trip I made to Asia and
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Deputy Chief of Protocol, Pedro San Juan, at a press conference called to
denounce the incident issued a warning to the State of Maryland, "Your state is getting an
undeserved reputation for backwardness because the law in Maryland permits
discrimination.... How can we persuade these Africans and these Asians whose skins
range from dark to black, that we believe in human dignity when we deny our own
citizens the right to basic dignity on the basis of skin color?" See "New York Times"
September 14, 1:1
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Europe, the one issue which was raised, in every meeting, by every group, was racial
discrimination in the United States." 150
In September of 1962, the deployment of troops at the University of Mississippi
heightened the international interest in the American race situation as the foreign press
corps descended on that State. The violence made the United States a significantly easier
target for communist propagandists who portrayed America as a country which had to
deploy an army to control its own people. To the misfortune of American diplomacy, the
only fatality of the crisis was that of a foreign journalist, a widely-reported event by the
international press.
The integration of Ole Miss demonstrated several important things to activists
otherwise disillusioned with the performance of Robert Kennedy's Justice Department on
civil rights. First, it again proved that Robert Kennedy and his brother would act
decisively if directly challenged by the brutality of Southern bigotry. Second, the
Kennedys showed that they were willing to use the full force of their federal powers to
address such direct challenges.
Still egregiously missing from the unfolding of the events in Oxford was a strong
statement or a recognition by either the President or the Attorney General of the moral
imperative of the need for racial equality, and the damage the denial of Negro rights
caused to the fundamental values of upon which the country had been founded. As in the
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New Orleans school crisis, the issue became instead whether the orders of the Federal
Government on school integration would prevail over the state laws which maintained
segregation. James Meredith seemed another predicate of a larger local/federal question.
In their many telephone conversations with Governor Ross Barnett of Mississippi, the
Kennedys pointed out repeatedly to Barnett their Constitutional obligation to carry out
the orders of the Federal court. At no time did either the Attorney General or the
President make a sincere or convincing argument to Barnett that Meredith should be
admitted because such access to public education was a right for all Americans, black or
white.
Robert Kennedy explicitly acknowledged this artificially bifurcated responsibility
in a speech given to the American Jewish Congress a month after the crisis had eased in
New York City on October 28, 1962,
The President was obliged to act in Oxford, Mississippi, to protect the
orders of the Federal Courts. When the United States marshals went to
Mississippi, it was not to enforce the law for the benefit of a single
Negro student, but to enforce the law on behalf of every American
citizen, and to make it clear that this is a country which lives by
(federal) law. 151
The author and political scientist William Goldsmith recorded the reaction of
Martin Luther King and James Baldwin to the integration of "Ole Miss" while waiting
with them in a Boston Railroad station shortly after the integration of "Ole Miss". He
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refers to their "despairing reactions....It was not only the clumsiness and hesitancy with
which the whole business was handled that depressed them, but the lack of moral
conviction in the President's remarks as he spoke patronizingly of war heroes and football
stars to the rioting students and yahoos in Oxford." Negroes, they thought, were made to
feel like "pawns in a white man's political game." 152
Whereas media coverage and exposure -- especially coverage by the foreign press
corps -- caused things to happen in the Kennedy Administration, the absence of media
coverage exposed the civil rights activists to extreme dangers. Left alone with the
Southern segregationists, the activists had no buffer from the wrath of bigoted violence.
Paradoxically, the more the international and domestic press focused on Martin Luther
King, Jr. as the man who personified the Civil Rights Movement, the more dangerous it
became for the bulk of civil rights activists to go about their tasks.
Despite the unrelenting violence, the foundations of Voter Education Project, as
the registration drive that had the backing of the Kennedy Justice Department, were laid
in April of 1961 under the direction of SNCC's Robert Moses. The violence SNCC
encountered mirrored that which the CORE organizers experienced. Moreover, the drive
to register voters exposed a false distinction between “direct action” activities, which
were discouraged by the Kennedy Justice Department, and activities “within the system”
which were encouraged by the Kennedy Justice Department. In the minds of the
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segregationist Southern political class, voter registration was direct action because it was
activity outside their system. In fact, voter registration threatened their hold on power far
more than lunch-counter sit-ins, marches, or Freedom Rides.
An encounter in July of 1962, with Sheriff Z. T. Mathews of Terrel County,
Georgia exemplified the depth and force of the response that SNCC activists would
experience in their attempt to widen the franchise in the South. Bursting into the church
in which Charles Sherrod was conducting one of his first voter registration meetings, the
sheriff announced that whites "were a little fed up with this voter registration business."
informing Sherrod that, "Negras down here have been happy for a hundred years." 153
Robert Moses was brutally beaten on August 29, 1961, by thugs in Liberty Mississippi
while accompanying two residents of McComb County to the registrar's office.
The activists had undertaken the registration campaign with the understanding that
the Federal Government could be called upon to shield them from the violence they were
experiencing. The activists found, however, that the Federal Government was a reluctant,
sometimes uncooperative partner. The Justice Department seemed to be bollixed by the
political doctrine “federalism.” As Burke Marshall explained in 1964,
The point about protection is the most difficult and frustrating we have
to live with under the federal system. I say over and over againhundreds of times a year-that we do not have a national police force,
and cannot provide protection in a physical sense for everyone who is
disliked because of the exercise of his constitutional rights. . .. There is
no substitute under the federal system for the failure of local law
153
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enforcement responsibility. There is simply a vacuum, which can be
filled only rarely, with extraordinary difficulty, at monumental
expense, and in a totally unsatisfactory fashion. . . . 154
In 1964, Burke Marshall explained:
[N]o matter how far reaching the equitable decrees of the federal courts
may be, the states and local political institutions are going to retain
operation control over all of the institutions involved in the granting or
denial of equal rights... There are many things the federal court can do
to prevent misuse of state power, but it cannot replace the system of
justice - of unfair police, biased juries, and locally elected judges
applying a double standard in a segregated courtroom. 155
To Burke Marshall, the Justice Department had a terrible dilemma to deal with. It
could attempt to maintain a federal balance at the cost of terrible injustice to civil rights
workers, or it could intervene more directly to aid the civil rights workers with
unforeseeable consequences for the federal balance.
To the activists, the language of "Federalism" sounded alarmingly similar to the
language of "state's rights". This the civil rights workers thought a sell out by the Justice
Department in the face of (Democratic) segregationist violation and resistance. They
found it difficult to believe that the government which was sending thousands of military
advisers to Vietnam could not muster the manpower nor the funds to protect
constitutional rights here at home. 156 It was enough to make John Lewis ask, "Which side
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is the Federal Government on?" 157 When the Government, through litigation did act, it
found itself thwarted by the dubious judicial appointments it had made early in the
administration.
In one of its bolder civil actions, the Justice Department entered court at the end of
September, 1961 to block the state trial of John Hardy, a SNCC volunteer charged with
disturbing the peace after being pistol whipped by the Tylertown, MS. registrar while
trying to register two African American voters. The Justice Department's action was
blocked by Judge Cox who had been nominated to the bench by President Kennedy.
Embarrassed, the Justice Department had to rely on the intervention of two Eisenhower
appellate judges to reverse Judge Cox’s rulings.
The legal process was a frustratingly slow process. As the "Journal of Southern
History" would record:
Adjudication... proved to be a slow and unsatisfactory remedy. The
average time elapsed from first filing to final judgement in all southern
voting cases was nearly thirty months. 158 In most cases this leaden
pace was attributable to the state's federal district courts, the most
immediate interpreters and enforcers of federal law. 159

Student activists Robert Moses succinctly stated, "One district judge can do away
with two years’ work." 160 The violence and lack of progress grew worse in 1962 as night
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riders and the Klan, sometimes reinforced with off duty policemen acted with impunity,
burning churches and terrorizing those who attempted to register.
The CORE activists fared no better than their SNCC counterparts. In South
Carolina blacks who sought to vote were faced with registrars who registered blacks at a
rate of one hour per day and hoodlums who bombed the homes of organizers. CORE
appeals to the Justice Department went unheeded. CORE activists registered voters in
an atmosphere of “apathy and fear.” 161
The Southern drive for voters saw meager success with a high cost to organizers
and voters who registered alike. Frustrated by the failure of Robert Kennedy to keep his
part of the "bargain" which moved the activists into voter registration, Robert Moses filed
a federal suit in Washington, D.C. on January 1, 1963 against the Attorney General and
the FBI Director for their failure to enforce federal statutes against the harassment of
those seeking to vote. Although the case was dismissed by the Court (at the request of
the Justice Department), the filing is an indication of how betrayed the activists felt by
the Attorney General.
Albany, Georgia was a crisis point for the Movement. It is in Albany that the
movement leaders encountered their most difficult and morally reprehensible opposition
to integration. It was in Albany that the Attorney General's credibility and commitment
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to civil rights issues would most severely questioned. Nonetheless, it was in Albany that
the Movement learned its most valuable and sobering lessons.
The Albany crisis was the low point of the civil rights activists’ trust and faith in
Robert Kennedy. He refused to involve the Federal Government in the crisis; his sense of
politics guided his decision-making; he denied Martin Luther King a platform from
which to articulate the moral imperative of the Civil Rights Movement; his segregationist
judicial appointments denied a judicial forum for the civil rights activists’ grievances; and
he used his prosecutorial powers against the civil rights activists in the name of
demonstrating the Justice Departments “impartiality.”
On November 22, 1961, twenty-two days after the ICC ban on discrimination in
interstate facilities was to take effect, three high school students were arrested by Albany
Police Chief Laurie Pritchett for attempting to buy their bus tickets in the "White Only"
section of the bus station. The arrest of these three by Pritchett, on the authorization of
Mayor Asa Kelley, initiated the mass arrest phase of confrontation in Albany.
Laurie Pritchett roosted like goblin in the midst of Gandhi's social theory. A soft
spoken, well educated, well-mannered police officer, Pritchett chose to non-violently
enforced the segregation laws of Albany. He, in fact, studied non-violent Gandhian
theory in order to non-violently enforce the city's bigotry.
I researched Dr. King. I read about his early days in Montgomery, his
methods there. I read that he was a great follower of Gandhi's...He
always talked about the march for salt. 162 We planned for mass arrests.
162
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We had known that their plan was ...to overcrowd our jail conditions,
thus making us have to give in. And this was based on Dr. King's
philosophy of the Gandhi march to the sea, which I had read and was
fully aware of - of how they had crowded the jails, overrode the British
jails and finally had to be turned loose. I had studied this philosophy of
his, and made preparations that at no time would any be housed in our
facilities in Albany or Dougherty County. I had made arrangements,
and we had it on a map. . . . . ten miles, and then we'd go out twentyfive miles, go out fifty miles, a hundred miles - and all these places had
agreed to take the prisoners. So, we had buses... we sent personnel
along to see that they were no mistreated...stayed with them in the jails
to see that nobody in the other counties mistreated or mishandled
them. 163
Pritchett represented an aberration, anti-thesis for the Gandhian philosophy of
non-violence. The appeal of non-violent, passive protest and submission to the unjust
segregationist retribution by the civil rights activists was, if not to the consciousness of
their southern oppressor, then, as stated by James Farmer above, to the consciousness of
the Northern liberals. Yet Pritchett's conduct was such that it did not rouse the
indignation of the Northerners. Segregation, in the absence of the violent, emotional,
guttural images of racism, was dangerously close to the "peculiar institution" from which
many turned their heads for the first century of our history.
Pritchett's arrests were orderly and almost always devoid of the violent, oppressive
scenes stereotypical of southern law enforcement. Pritchett often smiled at and laughed
with the protestors and reporters. He knelt with the ministers in prayer as they prepared
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to be arrested, and then took the many residents of Albany to jail for wanting the same
rights, privileges, and respect as the white residents. Pritchett explained simply to SNCC
organizer Charles Sherrod, "It’s just a matter of mind over matter. I don't mind, and you
don't matter." 164
Pritchett's boss, Mayor Asa Kelley, was a "moderate segregationist". In the
previous election, Kelley had won most of the vote of the small number of African
Americans who voted in Albany. He was known for his "reasonableness" and was on a
first name basis with many of the blacks of Albany. Forgotten in the Mayor's smoke
screen of reason and moderation, and Pritchett's penchant for maintaining the peace was
the fact that what the African Americans of Albany were asking for were supposed to be
a nonnegotiable, "inalienable" rights. The signatories of the Declaration of Independence
and the Framers of the Constitution recognized that all citizens of the United States need
be granted the right to "life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness" 165, and "the right ...to
peacefully assemble and to petition the government for redress of grievances." 166 Yet the
local authorities of Albany set themselves up as the distributors of those rights. This
point was lost by the news media which reported the "amicable" way in which Pritchett
and Kelley handled the situation: avoiding bloodshed, showing "flexibility" through
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meeting with select groups of activists, and through the supposed refusal to "react" to
various aspects of the crisis.
Unfortunately, this point was lost also by Robert Kennedy. On December 19,
1961, he telephoned Mayor Asa Kelley to congratulate him on his handling of the crisis,
despite the fact by that time thirteen people, including ten SNCC activists, 167 had been
arrested in blatant violation of the ICC Order banning discrimination in interstate
commerce facilities, and the fact that over 700 people, including the Rev. Martin Luther
King, Ralph Abernathy and the "Albany Movement" president C.B. King, 168 had been
arrested in protest of those illegal incarcerations. 169
The Albany crisis occurred in the limelight of a political struggle taking place in
Georgia that year. When the first SNCC student organizers moved into Albany in
October of 1961, the campaign for a successor to Governor Ernest Vandiver was in
progress. The Kennedys stood behind Carl Sanders the Democratic moderate, as opposed
to the Democrat Marv Griffin, the super-segregationist. Supporting the “moderate”
Sanders was consistent with what the Kennedys saw as an evolutionary movement away
from segregation and the participation of African Americans in Democratic and
democratic politics. An apprehension reigned that unrest by "outside" civil rights
activists, such as SNCC and then SCLC organizers, would bring the segregationists who
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might otherwise stay home on election day, to the polls to tip the balance for Griffin,
setting back integration efforts indefinitely and sending a conservative ripple through the
Democratic Party. It was a sympathetic ear which the Attorney General turned to
Governor Vandiver when the Georgian complained on the telephone of "outside
agitators" stirring up trouble for the moderate politicians of his state.
Robert Kennedy and Burke Marshall were taken by surprise by the arrest, eventual
conviction and jailing of Rev. King in Albany. So was Martin Luther King. King had
not intended to participate in direct action the day he was arrested in December of 1961,
and was caught up in a swirl of events which landed him in jail on December 15, 1961.
He nonetheless intended to make an example of Albany and the injustices of Georgian
justice by remaining in prison over the Christmas holiday. Yet, negotiations with local
black leaders secured his release before he could make his demonstrative statement.
When King returned to Albany on July 10, 1962 to begin the sentence for his
December arrest, he intended to make up for what was seen as a failure to live up to his
"jail-in" commitment by remaining behind bars for the full term of his sentence. But
again, King was thrown out of jail. A "mysterious Negro" paid his, and Abernathy's fine
and they were released. King was stunned at the manipulation which unceremoniously,
ingloriously forced his freedom, denying him the platform he needed to make a statement
on civil rights that would be broadcast by the domestic and international media.
Unfortunately for Robert Kennedy, King blamed him for his involuntary release.
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After his release, King prepared to take to the streets in protest. Yet, King was
countered by a new tactic, a tactic the success of which he blamed ultimately on the
Attorney General and the Justice Department. On July 21, Judge J. Robert Elliot, another
Kennedy judicial appointee, issued an injunction at the request of the Albany city
government, which prohibited Rev. King and other leaders of the "Albany Movement"
from participating in public demonstrations. This injunction by a Federal Judge
infuriated Martin Luther King. His anger flowed over telephone in a conversation with
Robert Kennedy which Andrew Young called the angriest he had ever seen of King. 170
Although Elliot's injunction was eventually overturned at the Court of Appeals (on
the strength of an opinion penned by the Eisenhower appointee, Judge Elbert P. Tuttle),
the action would have a sobering effect on the perception of the judiciary as an ally of the
civil rights struggle. Coretta King explained,
When the Federal court ruled against us, that created a whole different
thing as far as `What strategy do you use now?.' Because up to that
point Martin had been willing to break state laws that were unjust laws,
but our ally was the Federal Judiciary, so if we were to take our case to
the Federal court, and the Federal court ruled against us, what recourse
did we have?

In November of 1962, Carl Sanders was proclaimed the winner in the race for
Governor of Georgia, while Martin Luther King was proclaimed the loser in the civil
rights showdown in Albany of that same state. His departure, recorded and reported by
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the news media in the Fall of 1962 marked the end of Albany as a test ground for
progress on civil rights.
The most bitter remembrance of Robert Kennedy's Albany legacy was the
infamous "Albany Nine" indictment. In a conflict in which the Justice Department
refused to intervene when blacks were set upon by corrupt, bigoted law enforcement
officers, in a city in which C.B. King's pregnant wife would lose her child due to the
beatings of southern lawmen, the Criminal Division of the Justice Department brought
suit against nine African American activists for allegedly picketing the business of a juror
who had helped acquit a committed segregationist of the brutal shooting of activist
Charlie Ware. For reasons unknown, the Attorney General not only chose to overrule the
objections of the Civil Rights Division in pursuing this case, but he chose to announce the
indictments himself. Jack Newfield, who would become one of Robert Kennedy’s most
dedicated follower during the 1968 Presidential race stated, "I don't think Robert
Kennedy ever gave an adequate explanation for the Albany indictments." 171 John Lewis
recalled the Albany indictments as “the worst decision that Robert Kennedy ever
made." 172 The indictments were seen by the activists as an attempt to show the even
handedness of the Justice Department. It had a devastatingly disillusioning effect. It
made some of the activist question the true allegiance of the Federal Government. 173
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Many of the civil rights activists began to cast doubts on the sincerity of the
commitment of the Federal Government generally, and Robert Kennedy specifically
towards the "partnership" they had agreed to in early 1961. They had agreed to work
within a provided structure, yet they found that this structure was not working for them.
Meanwhile, the Attorney General and Burke Marshall were finding that the structure was
not working in their favor either. The judicial appointments they had recommended were
proving an embarrassment to their entreaties to move the protest from the streets, into the
courts.
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CHAPTER SIX: NEW DIRECTIONS
The movement leaders, specifically those in the Southern Christian Leadership
Conference, decided upon a new course of action -- a course of action which would break
the partnership which supposedly existed with the Federal Government. Unsatisfied to
the point of disillusionment with the response of the Federal Government to their
situation, and unwilling to placate Southern political needs, the activists embarked on a
path of deliberate confrontation.
When asked what lessons the Justice Department had learned from the experience
of Albany, Burke Marshall replied, "I don't think there were any lessons. It was awfully
frustrating. It was frustrating to know what to do. We couldn't do voting cases. We
weren't authorized to do school cases. It was a sprawling unfocused thing. We never
found something to focus on in a legal way." 174
On January 10, 1963 Martin Luther King, Wyatt Walker, Ralph Abernathy and
Andrew Young retreated to Dorchester, Georgia to discuss the lessons they had learned in
Albany, Georgia. There they exposed the "mistakes" of that movement. One conclusion
they reached was that the campaign in Albany had not been focused enough to
concentrate the energy of the activists on any one aspect of segregation. They came also
to the conclusion that the confrontation with Pritchett had not been severe enough to call
attention to the moral issues that underlay the question of segregation. It was their
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impression that Pritchett's controlled conduct had anaesthetized the press to the
underlying evil inherent with segregation. They thought that neither the President nor the
Attorney General would fail to intervene in the civil rights struggles unless confronted by
a clear and unmistakable moral conflict which crystallized the inexcusable evil of bigotry
and the moral imperative for equality.
They emerged from their retreat in Dorchester with Project "C", the most decisive
point of the Civil Rights Campaign. The project was a departure from strict Gandhian
philosophy. The strategy would be not to simply withstand the violence invited upon
them, but would actually invite that violence, so that the violent scenes would spur the
Northern liberals and thus the president and the Attorney General into action. The "c" of
"Project C" stood for confrontation. Said Wyatt Walker, its architect,
We did with design precipitate crises, crucial crises in order to expose
what the black community was up against. There was premeditation
and calculated design in that for which I don't think we ever made any
apologies. 175
The choice to implement Project "C" in Birmingham was not random.
Birmingham was the religious territory of the SCLC’s Reverend Fred Shuttlesworth
before leaving that city for Cincinnati. He had urged the body of SCLC to initiate a
campaign in Birmingham for some time. The monopoly which SCLC enjoyed on the
situation would prevent inter-organizational rivalry. Birmingham was also the home of
infamous "Bull" Connor. Connor was already known for his crushing of labor
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movements in Birmingham while sheriff of that town. Those gathered in Dorchester
hoped that his reaction to their organization would be similar to his reaction to organized
labor.
From the intelligence gathering apparatus that had been put in place to close the
“spy” gap, Burke Marshall knew before the crisis actually initiated that the civil rights
leaders of SCLC were going to make a major push in Birmingham. He traveled regularly
and often to that city to begin a dialogue with white businessmen which would diffuse the
situation there before it reached a boiling point. Yet his negotiations did not avert the
carefully-planned confrontation by the SCLC.
Birmingham found itself in a particular situation when King and his associates
joined Rev. Shuttlesworth there. Bull Connor, the super segregationist whom the
movement leaders were counting on as their unwitting ally in forcing a confrontation,
was defeated by the Democratic moderate Albert Boutwell in the race for Mayor on April
2, 1963. Upon the defeat of Connor, many of the blacks of the Birmingham community
wanted the protests to be suspended to allow for the new administration to have a chance
to make desired changes.
The Attorney General also wanted a suspension of the protests. Robert Kennedy
called a press conference in which he specifically called on Martin Luther King to
reconsider the timing of the protests there. Yet the prospect of dealing with a Mayor
Boutwell was precisely the Albany type situation which Shuttlesworth and King hoped to
175
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avoid. SCLC Wyatt Walker recalled, "We knew that when we came to Birmingham that
if Bull Connor was still in control, he would do something to benefit our movement. We
didn't want to march after Bull was gone." 176 To allow Boutwell the opportunity to
placate the specific demands of the African Americans from Birmingham, would
transform a confrontation which King and Shuttlesworth had hoped would have
international repercussions, into a local law and order problem. Yet to completely ignore
the call of local moderates, and the Attorney General, to suspend the demonstrations until
after Boutwell had been given an opportunity to initiate changes risked alienating the
critically important Liberal support base which counted upon the “reasonableness” of the
Movement. The SCLC leadership had already agreed to two postponements of the
demonstrations until after the Mayoral elections for March 5, 1963, delaying it again
when it was necessary to hold a run-off election on April 2 of that same year.
King decided against delaying the protests. In early April, the sit-ins and jail-ins
began. King himself was arrested on April 12 and spent a week in jail. There he wrote
his famed "A Letter from Birmingham Jail". Among the countless eloquent lines which
King wrote, there was a pointed international jab. "The nations of Asia and Africa are
moving with jet-like speed toward gaining political independence, but we still creep at
horse-and-buggy pace toward gaining a cup of coffee at a lunch counter." 177
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Initially, Birmingham responded to the protests as had Albany. Bull Connor
exercised the same "restraint" and control over the situation which Albany's Laurie
Prichett had a year earlier. The "jail-in" campaign was severely curtailed through the
cunning of the Alabama State Legislature which passed a bill raising the bail bond in
Birmingham from the normal fee of $300 to the exorbitant amount of $2,500. Unable to
free the protestors from jail, the leadership was faced with a dwindling supply of
volunteers for protests which they knew would land them in Connor jail. Now
community support for King and Shuttlesworth's protest was cut at the knees for fear of
lengthy jail terms and the loss of jobs.
Initially, Robert Kennedy responded to the events in Birmingham as he had to the
events in Albany. The conduct of Connor and the city government was such that there
was no legal obligation, no authorization, no justification, and no need for the Federal
Government to be involved. Yet, in the end, Project "C" was rescued, as the activists had
hoped, by the myopia of Bull Connor. Connor refused to recognize the outcome of the
Mayoral election and announced that he would not recognize the authority of Albert
Boutwell. He remained the Commissioner of Public Safety.
On May 2, 1963 Martin King called upon the children of Birmingham to take the
place of their parents in marches and demonstrations in that city. Faced with the legions
of children who took to the streets in response to King's call, Connor lashed out violently.
Unable to fit any more persons, let alone children in his overcrowded jails, Connor
turned to the brutal tactics which King, Walker, and Shuttlesworth had hoped. With the
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international press, the Northern liberals, and two rather important New England brothers
watching, Connor turned snarling dogs and high-pressure fire hoses on the demonstrators.
Connor did so with, paradoxically, the assistance of those he was so brutally abusing.
Confessed Walker more than twenty years after the crisis: "Dr. King never knew that I
sent people to turn in false alarms... that's none thing I was very guarded about, because I
knew he would not want to do that." 178
The pictures were shocking. The scenes were flashed around the globe. Donald
Wilson, the head of the U.S. Agency for International Development kept Robert Kennedy
briefed on a daily basis to the international reaction to the scenes from Birmingham.
"The general African reaction," he wrote "has been to cast doubts on American
sincerity.", while the Soviet "propagandists continue to utilize a readily exploitable
situation of international prominence." 179
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Regardless of the international implications, the pictures of Birmingham would
have the direct simple effect of making the President "sick". 180 Kennedy confided in an
aide during this crisis, "I don't understand the South. I'm coming to believe that
Thaddeus Stevens (the Senator he had condemned in Profiles in Courage, for his
Reconstruction excesses) was right. I had always been taught to regard him as a man of
vicious bias. But, when I see this sort of thing, I begin to wonder how else you can treat
them." 181
Scenes of children in the streets of Birmingham tapped a tender nerve with the
Kennedys, especially Robert Kennedy. As an eventual father of eleven of his own
children, young people and the future faced by young people, was a constant theme in his
speeches, and an overriding consideration weighed in all of his public decisions. Robert
Kennedy wrote of how heavily the President and he weighed actions during the Cuban
Missile Crisis with the fate of the next generation of Americans foremost in mind. 182 The
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Attorney General asked Dr. King to stop using children in the demonstrations, a
development which Robert Kennedy commented to the President "didn't seem to make
any sense at all." 183
Recently released recordings of Oval Office conversations between Robert and
John Kennedy indicate a change in tenor, urgency and emphasis their discussions of civil
rights. A meeting at the White House on May 12, 1963 after two bombs destroyed the
house of Martin Luther King's brother A.D. King, and the Gaston Hotel where the leaders
had set up their headquarters, demonstrated Robert Kennedy’s new thinking. The
bombings had touched off a danger of riots in Birmingham. The President, his political
advisers, the Attorney General and Burke Marshall gathered to discuss the option of
deploying Federal troops in Birmingham. The President agreed with advice to bring the
troops into Alabama and to Federalize the Alabama National Guard. Yet, the President
spoke of this deployment in terms subduing potentially riotous blacks. "We have to have
law and order," he said firmly "and not have the Negroes running around the city." 184
Robert Kennedy was an advocate of moving troops into Alabama yet his rational
was based on reasons altogether different from those of the President. While the
President sought to prevent blacks from rioting, the Attorney General urged the
deployment as a hedge against abuses by the notoriously racist and provocative Alabama
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State Troopers. The deployment, the Attorney General stated, would serve the purpose of
"showing them (the Negroes of Birmingham) that the Federal Government is their
friend." 185
When the President continued to speak in terms of law and order, and began
instructing Burke Marshall on how important it was to include this theme in the press
statement Marshall was preparing, Robert Kennedy cut him off. He interjected, "I think
that what you want to do is...it doesn't have to be a long statement. But I think you have
to say something about the ... about our responsibility... about people having their rights...
that there have been abuses for a long period of time in various parts of the United
States..." Finally, he blurted out "...You're missing it!" 186
Nearly two weeks after his pronouncement to the President, Robert Kennedy was
assaulted in his father's New York City apartment during a meeting with a group of black
intellectuals and entertainers gathered by James Baldwin. The meeting was highly
unusual. The very fact that it was not a meeting of political personalities, the fact that it
was a meeting outside the "channels" civil rights leaders, to some who gathered there
demonstrated a search for a more depthed understanding of race issues on the part of the
Attorney General. "Why Bobby Kennedy convened this meeting was a mystery to many
of us. But hindsight tends to endow that experience with the idea that perhaps... he had
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been into a whole kind of self-examination and was arriving at a new place in his
morality and humanism." 187
Far from a politically oriented meeting of the kind the Attorney General was
accustomed, it was instead a meeting where Robert Kennedy walked into a verbal
ambush by blacks who had lost faith in the Administration. While Kennedy expected to
discuss progress on civil rights with wealthy entertainers – specifically about plans to
address discrimination in the North, he was not prepared for the verbal abuse which the
group gathered that day unleashed upon him.
None of the entertainers and intellectuals gathered – Harry Belafonte, Lorraine
Hansberry, Professor Kenneth Clark, James Baldwin, Edwin Berry, Clarence Jones, and
Lena Horne -- were interested in taking the floor in the conversation with the Attorney
General. Instead they gave their attention to Jerome Smith, a CORE activist who had
been one of the original Freedom Riders and continued to work as a voter registration
organizer.
The meeting started with a confrontation and steadily grew more heated. Jerome
Smith, in a nervous stammer, told the Attorney General that he was "nauseated by the
necessity of being in that room." 188 This immediately incensed Kennedy who
immediately turned away from him. Baldwin recalls, "Bobby took it personally and
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turned away from him. That was a mistake because he turned to us. We were the
reasonable, responsible, mature, representatives of the black community. Lorraine
Hansberry said, 'You've got a great many very, very accomplished people in this room,
Mr. Attorney General. But the only man who should be listened to is that man over
there.'" 189
When Smith spoke again, it was to not simply berate the Attorney General, but to
berate the entire country for allowing the existence of conditions which had led to his
recent beating (from which he still had scars and bruises). "You shouldn't be worried
about the Communists or America's foreign enemies...because the real dangers in
America are inside...right here." 190 Smith told the Attorney General that he would never
fight for this country. With that comment the meeting simply disintegrated. Robert
Kennedy, the unabashed patriot grew progressively more angry with each comment
which was made by, or in support of Jerome Smith. Kennedy, remembers Kenneth
Clark, "got redder and redder and redder, and in a sense accused Jerome of treason...
Well, that made everybody move in to protect Jerome and to confirm his feelings."
Hansberry responded again in defense of Smith. "Look, if you can't understand what this
young man is saying, then we are without any hope at all, because you and your brother
are representatives of the best that a white America can offer; and if you are insensitive to
this, then there's no alternative except our going in the streets.... We are not remotely
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interested in any tea at the White House....As far as we're concerned, we are represented
by the Negroes in the streets of Birmingham." 191
After "the most violent, emotional verbal assaults and attacks I had ever
witnessed," recalled Kenneth Clark, "Bobby became more silent and tense, and he sat
immobile in the chair. He no longer continued to defend himself." 192 Kennedy himself
recalled, "They seemed possessed. The reacted as a unit. It was impossible to make
contact with them." 193
Robert Kennedy nor Burke Marshall, who attended this meeting with him, will
acknowledge that this confrontation had any appreciable effect on the way in which the
Attorney General as an individual, or the Justice Department as a whole went about the
business of pursuing justice for African Americans. Yet, their opinions of themselves are
nearly irrelevant. The opinions which mattered in that meeting, relative to the civil rights
movement, were the opinions of those who confronted him that day. "The greatest
romantic in the room, the person who had an agenda more honorable than believed, was
Bobby Kennedy." claims Harry Belafonte "I believe he wanted to broaden his own basis
of knowledge. But in the room he faced black passion and frustration and the need for
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action." 194 Said Professor Clark, "The fact that Bobby Kennedy sat through such an
ordeal of three hours proves he is the best the white power structure has to offer." 195
Robert Kennedy, whether coincidentally or not, became the strongest advocate for
a strong civil rights program for the remainder of the Administration. The foundation of
that program would be the legislation seen now as the Governmental hallmark of the
1960's. Burke Marshall recalled,
When President Kennedy sent up that [civil rights] bill every single person
who spoke about it in the White House - every one of them - was against
President Kennedy sending up that bill; against his speech in June; against
making it a moral issue; against the March on Washington. The conclusive
voice within the government at that time, there's no question about it at all,
that Robert Kennedy was the one. He urged it, he felt it, he understood it.
And he prevailed. I don't think there was anybody in the Cabinet -except
the President himself - who felt that way on these issues, and the President
got it from his brother. 196
Robert Kennedy became the prime mover for the administration on civil rights
matters. He drafted most of the Legislation which made the Civil Rights Bill of 1964. It
was his authority which gave the bill the momentum it needed so as not to be killed in
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Committee Hearings. This dedication came at the expense of John Kennedy's reelection
prospects. In 1963, the Kennedys did not think that Barry Goldwater would become the
nominee of the Republican Party. They feared instead Governor George Romney of
Michigan, or Nelson Rockefeller, both of whom would use the combination of traditional
"States Rights" ideology and Northern liberalism to strip the President of his southern
support and his liberal support. 197
The President was not as motivated as the Attorney General on civil rights and
Bobby's dedication was greeted with marked anxiety by his brother. "He always felt that
maybe that was going to be his political swan song" the Attorney General remembered in
1964, “We used to discuss whether what had been done was the right thing to do, just the
fact that I'd gotten him into so much difficulty . . . I mean the President himself was not
always rejoicing in the fact that we were doing it. [H]e would ask me every four days,
'Do you think we did the right thing by sending the legislation up? Look at the trouble
it’s got us in.'" 198
Robert knew that his loyalty to civil rights had become the liability that he had
feared in late 1960. "I spoke to my brother about resigning [in] September or October of
'63." 199 "We discussed civil rights and my own position. I had thought that period of time
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- and I talked to him . . . about resigning at the appropriate time . . . I thought that I'd
become such a liability." 200
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CONCLUSION
Demonstrating the hypocrisy of racial bigotry which caused African Americans to
be denied their dignity and their civil rights in a country founded upon the belief that "all
men are created equal" was the most important objective of the Civil Rights Movement.
Most Americans, including Robert Kennedy and his older brother, were not incensed by
the hypocrisy of civil and racial injustice before the Civil Rights Movement began in
earnest in the early 1960's. By the end of the decade, not only were nearly all Americans
aware of the sordid distribution of civil rights but the Civil Rights Movement had
initiated a cascade of iconoclastic social action by a society which had nearly forgotten
how to exercise its right to free expression, petition of government and self-government.
By the end of the decade an entire social establishment was displaced from political
domination by a wave of protesters educated to the power of democratic action through
the example of civil rights activists. The growing awareness to the racial and civil
hypocrisy, as indicated by Burke Marshall's statement, points to the enormous impact
which this massive civil rights educational effort had on Robert Kennedy and our whole
society.
The relationship between Bobby Kennedy and the civil rights campaign is most
accurately described as a relationship of a student to a teacher. Robert Kennedy came to
a new understanding of the pathetic state of civil rights for most African Americans
because he was educated by a massive Civil Rights Movement dedicated to teaching him
such. Robert Kennedy changed his sense of urgency on civil rights because eloquent,
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dedicated, and determined and courageous tutors taught Kennedy, through their
willingness to submit to pain and even death, that he had no moral recourse but to move
more swiftly secure their rights. Robert Kennedy moved to create new institutions to
remedy civil rights and racial grievances because hundreds of thousands of persons
demonstrated the inadequacy of the structures through which the Kennedys initially
sought to address those grievances, and chose to play a part in proving to Bobby Kennedy
their inadequacy. John Wilson, a long-time SNCC activist and at times an adversary of
Robert Kennedy, gave the most telling description of Bobby Kennedy. "Robert
Kennedy" said Wilson considering the enormity of the civic education which he had
helped launch, "was a good pupil." 201 He was a good pupil because rather than resisting
the knowledge and the lessons of his teachers in the Civil Rights Movement, he came to
welcome it. Said his colleague Ramsey Clark, "The most striking thing about Bob was
his desire and capacity for growth." 202 Added New York Times reporter Anthony Lewis,
"Most people acquire certainties as they grow older; he lost his. He grew more than
anyone I have known." 203
Robert Kennedy was not the only target of the Civil Rights Movement.
Ultimately, he was but one of many millions of persons whom the civil rights activists
hoped to educate to justice. Yet, because of his role in the government at that time, not
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only being the Attorney General but being the brother of the President, Robert Kennedy
occupied the rare position of being able to change the course of whole institutions within
our society. Because he chose to exercise this authority, Robert Kennedy assumed the
dual role of teacher and student described by Confucius more than 2,000 years ago:
“Only through education does one come to be dissatisfied with his own knowledge, and
only through teaching others does one come to realize the uncomfortable inadequacy of
his knowledge. Being dissatisfied with his own knowledge, one then realizes that the
trouble lies with himself, and realizing the uncomfortable inadequacy of his knowledge,
one then feels stimulated to improve himself.”
To many Americans, myself included, Robert Kennedy is a hero. He was not a
hero in the sense that Hollywood would have us believe. Joseph Campbell reminds us:
The hero is the man of self-achieved submission . . . who has been able
to battle past his personal and local historical limitations to the
generally valid, normally human forms. . . The effect of the successful
adventure of the hero is the unlocking and release of the flow of life
into the body of the world . . . The passage of the mythological hero
may be over-ground, incidentally; fundamentally it is inward -...where
long lost, forgotten powers are revivified, to be made available for the
transfiguration of the world. 204
Robert Kennedy was called to his heroic adventure, not through the bold classic
heroism which Arthur Schlesinger suggests was inherent in being a Kennedy. Nor was it
through the tragic origin which Newfield describes. Robert Kennedy was called to his
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heroic adventure through a submission to the education effort of thousands of
conscientious individuals who were called to action through a new generation of
leadership. It was through his courage to act on the changes in his character that
Kennedy received his heroic strength. Kennedy's heroism would not have been possible
without the heroism of James Farmer, James Forman, John Wilson, Jerome Smith,
Marion Barry, Robert Moses, Martin Luther King, Jr., Burke Marshall, Walter Fauntroy,
Frank Smith, and hundreds of thousands of other Americans who had the strength to
reach within themselves to grab hold of a calling beyond themselves. The importance of
Robert Kennedy's heroic adventure is the recognition of the heroic potentials which lie in
us all.
Just prior to being assassinated, Robert Kennedy, then personally aware of the
effect which individual actions by individual persons could have on the course of the
Civil Rights Movement and thus the course of human history, said:
Let no one be discouraged by the belief there is nothing one man or one
woman can do against the enormous array of the world's ills - against
misery and ignorance, injustice and violence . . . Few will have the
greatness to bend history itself; but each of us can work to change a
small portion of events, and in the total of all those acts will be written
the history of this generation. It is from numberless diverse acts of
courage and belief that human history is shaped. Each time a man
stands up for an ideal, or strikes out against injustice, or acts to improve
the lot of others, he sends a tiny ripple of hope, and crossing each other
from a million different centers of energy and daring, those ripples
build a current which can sweep down the mightiest walls of
oppression and resistance. 205
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This was a fitting tribute by a man so moved by the numberless acts of courage
commonplace by the Civil Rights Movement.
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